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[Filed 4/17198]
AMENDED BD.L OF COMPLAINT FOR AID AND DIRECTION,
DECLARATORY AND OTHER RELIEF, AND PETITION
TO GRANT FIDUCIARY POWERS PURSUANT TO VA CODE§ 64.1-57.1

Plaintiff-petitioner William V. Gaymon (sometimes hereinafter "Gaymon Son" or
"Executor"), Executor of the Estate of William E. Gaymon (sometimes hereinafter "Gaymon
Father"), deceased, by counsel, brings this Amended Bill of Complaint for Aid and Direction,
Declaratory and Other Relief: and Petition to Grant Fiduciary Powers Pursuant to Va Code §
64.1-57.1 upon the following grounds:
Background
I. William E. Gaymon died testate on June 3, 1997, a resident ofFairfax County,

Virginia.
2. Your Petitioner, William V. Gaymon, was nominated as Executor of the Estate of
Wtlliam E. Gavmon; Deceased, (sometimes hereinafter the "Estate") by the terms of his Last Will
and Testament dated January 25, 1997 (sometimes hereinafter "Will"). which Will was probated
in the Office of the Clerk of the Circuit Court ofFairfax County, Virginia July 28, 1997. A
notarized copy of said will with the probate order attached is marked Exhibit "A' and is attached
to the original Bill of Complaint and made a part hereof.
3. Your Petitioner qualified as Executor on July 28 1997, as evidenced by a notarized

copy of the letter of qualification which is attached to the original Bill of Complaint marked
Exhibit "B" and made part hereof. Bond was set in the amount of$27,000. Your Petitioner is also
a beneficiary under the Last Will and Testament of William E. Gaymon.

App. 1

4. Violeta N. Gaymon (sometimes hereinafter the "2"d Wife") is the surviving spouse and
had been married to the testator since I988. The testator's children, William V. Gaymon and
Nicole G. Gaymon (sometimes hereinafter "Gaymon daughter") (sometimes hereinafter referred
to collectively as the "Gaymon Children") are children from an earlier marriage to Estelle S.
Gaymon (sometimes hereinafter "I .. wife"). Estelle S. Gaymon died on December 20, 1985.
S.

It was the intention of the Gaymon Father, manifested in a marital agreement with the

21111 wife, repeated declarations, and the incorporation ofthe marital agreement in the Will and
provisions of the Will itself that certain property including that owned or acquired with his I"
Wife be left to the Gaymon Children upon his death.
Life Estate Matters
6. ArticleS of the Last Will and Testament of William E. Gaymon is composed of three

parts: an opening paragraph; six specific bequests of realty and personalty to the testator's
children, William V. Gaymon and Nicole G. Gaymon; followed by a closing paragraph. The
opening paragraph devises the decedent's primary residence at 2619 Fox Mill Road, Reston,
Virginia, (sometimes hereinafter the "Residence") previously owned by him and his late wife,
Estelle S. Gaymon, to his adult children. The sentence reads: "I give and bequeath to my children,
William V. Gaymon and Nicole G. Gaymon, share and share alike, the following described
property, subject to any encumbrances upon the same upon the date of the transfer and the
mortgage remaining shall be paid by the remainder persons" The words in italics represent a
handwritten interlineation solely by the Testator.
7. There are no mortgages on the Residence but it secures two notes in the principal sum

of approximately $82,000 (the Notes).
App.2

8. The Residence was acquired and owned by the Gaymon Father with his 111 Wife.
9. The closing paragraph of Article 5 reads, "It is understood that in the case that Mrs.

Violeta N. Gaymon and I have residence at the Fox Mill address at the time of my demise, she
would have a life estate in the same for the remainder of her life."
10. The purpose and intent of the Testator in making the interlineation was 1) to clarifY

and reassure Viol eta N. Gaymon that, as life tenant, she would not be required to make principal
payments on the Notes or pay them off upon the death of the Testator, or otherwise; and 2) to
leave in place the traditional obligations of the life tenant to pay the expenses other than the
principal portion of the Note payments including, maintenance, interest, insurance and taxes.
11. The 2ru1 Wife now takes the position that the Will requires that the Gaymon Children
pay aU of the upkeep and expenses of the Residence including the interest, as well as the principal
on the deed of trust notes secured by the Residence, and taxes.
12. Alternatively, if the Will is strictly construed, there are no mortgage payments to be

made.
13. Since the Gaymon Father's death, the 2ru1 Wife has failed and refused to make any
payments towards the interest on the deed of trust notes secured by the Residence, or payments
for taxes, and insurance (sometimes hereinafter "ITI'')
14. There is a bona fide dispute between the Estate and the 2ru1 Wife over the obligations
of each in regard to the Residence expenses and payments.
IS. In order to avoid foreclosure on the property, the Estate bas been making ITI

payments in the monthly amount of approximately $1,200 to $1,300 since the Gaymon Father's
death.
App.3

16. Of that sum, the monthly payments to the principal amount of the notes is
approximately $260 per month.
The Unlawful Redemption of the Certificate ofDeposit

17. At his death, the Gaymon Father was the sole owner and holder of a Certificate of
Deposit at the Central Fidelity Bank, N.A
18. After his death, the 2nd Wife used a Power of Attorney to redeem the Certificate of
Deposit despite the fact that the terms of the Power of Attorney that she used indicated that it
tenninated at the Gaymon Father's death and despite being told that the Power of Attorney had
terminated.
19. The 2nd Wife has failed and refused to tum over the redeemed funds to the Estate
despite request and demand to do so.
20. The Estate is entitled to the redeemed funds.
The 2nd Wife's failure and refusal to turn over items specifically bequeathed to others and to
permit the Executor to make inventory

21. The 2nd Wife has failed and refused to tum over to the Executor or the beneficiaries
specific items of personal property that were bequeathed to them by the Gaymon Father as set
forth in the Will.
22. To date, the 2nd Wife has not permitted the Executor access to the Residence to
inventory the Gaymon Father's property, and the Executor has been forced to seek an extension
from the Internal Revenue Service to file an estate tax return due to the lack of cooperation of the

The 2nd Wife unlawfully retains rents and security deposits on property bequeathed to
others
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23. The Will leaves to the Gaymon Children two apartment houses located in Philadelphia
owned by the Gaymon Father
24. The 2nd Wife has retained and has refused to tum over to the Estate, despite being
requested to do so, rents and security deposits for those apartment buildings totaling
approximately $9,400.
25. The 2nd Wlfe has no colorable claim to these sums and the Estate is entitled to these
funds.
The lad Wife's effort to deprive the Gaymon Children of their inheritance

26. By the Spring of 1997, the Gaymon Father's physical and mental condition had greatly
deteriorated.
27. He had experienced significant mental status and confusion problems.
28. Within approximately five weeks after he executed the Will, the contents of which she
knew, which left the two Philadelphia properties to the Gaymon Children, the 2ad Wife initiated
contact with a real estate broker and caused the Gaymon Father to execute a listing agreement for
one of the properties.
29. He initialed a contract of sale in Aprill997; the sale was to close in August 1997.
30. Before closing, the Gaymon Father died.
31. In order to obtain the sales proceeds for herself and to deprive the Gaymon Children of

them, the 2nd Wife undertook to expedite the sale anc:J signed the Gaymon Father's name to, at
least, two documents after his death.
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Tbe Estate's Entitlement to tbe Templeton Growth Fund

32. The Gaymon Father was the sole owner of a Merrill Lynch account comprised of in
the Templeton Growth Fund (sometimes hereinafter "Templeton Shares"), shares of a fund called
the Capital Fund (sometimes hereinafter "Capital") and a Richmond, Vrrginia Metropolitan
Authority Municipal Bond (sometimes hereinafter the "Bond").
33. The Templeton Shares can be traced back to stock and/or funds owned jointly with the
JI'Wtfe.
34. In the Will and earlier wills, the Gaymon Father refers to Capital as 'capital stock,.
35. In all wills executed by the Gaymon father since 1988, he leaves Capital to the 2ad

Wife.
36. In the Will, his final one, he again leaves Capital to the 2ac1 Wtfe.
37. The Gaymon father had been suffering from cancer for several years. In 1995, he

underwent surgery and radiation for brain cancer.
38. In the first halfof1996, the Gaymon father had developed tumors on his back which
were debilitating, made him unable to walk, caused him great pain, was taking medication
including morphine and other medication which resulted in confusion and mental status changes..
39. In the first half of 1996, the Gaymon Father's pain was so great that no only was he

medicated for it, but he entered a special study for pain control.
40. Because of the factors alleged in the preceding two paragraphs, the Gaymon father
was confined to a wheel chair and became totally dependent on the 2nd Wife for his personal and
business needs.
41. On June 13, 1996, he entered Georgetown University Hospital for surgery on his back.
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42. The day or evening before, June 12, 1996, he signed a letter, typed by the 2nd Wife
which requested Merrill Lynch to combine his account with that of his 2nc1 Wife into a single joint
account. There is no mention in the letter of survivorship
43. During this period of time, the 2nd Wife has stated, under penalty ofpeJjury, that the
Gaymon Father was incapacitated and that she was unable to get information from him.
44. The purpose of the joint account was to allow the 2nd Wife to access funds of the
Gaymon Father due to his incapacity and to manage them for him.
45. The purpose was not to make the account a survivorship account.
46. The. Gaymon Father did not intend and did not have the capacity to understand, and
did not understand that the transfer of the fund gave the 2nd Wife survivorship rights in the Merrill
Lynch account including Templeton Growth.
47. In the Will, which was executed some seven and one-half months later, the Gaymon
Father again left Capital to the 2nd Wife which would have been unnecessary if she already had
survivorship rights in the Merrill Lynch account.
48.

In the Will, the Gaymon Father also left a Bond to the Gaymon Children which he

would not and could not have done if he understood that joint account was a survivorship account.
49. On July 1, 1997, shortly after the Gaymon Father's death, in a letter dated prior to his
death, the 2nd Wife transfered the joint account to her own personal account at Merrill Lynch.
50. In the alternative, plaintiff pleads that, due to the Gaymon Father's weakened state and
total dependency on the 2nd Wife, the great pain that he was in at the time of the transfer, and his
prior and subsequent declarations about the Merrill Lynch account, the transfer was the product of
undue influence and constructive fraud by the 211d Wife.
App. 7

51. Further, the transfer, under the circumstances, did not create survivorship rights in the
2nd Wife.
52. Accordingly, the Estate is entitled to the ownership ofTempleton Growth.
Determination of Family Allowance and Funeral Expenses
....,.,

53. The 2nd Wife has· demanded a family allowance of$1,000 per month for twelve
months. However, while the statute permits a family allowance of up to that amount it does not
require that level.
54. The purpose of the family allowance is to aid otherwise impecunious family members
to receive advance payment from the estate. The statute does not give guidance as to how that
amount should be determined.
55. The 2nd Wife has substantial separate assets of her own, is receiving substantial annuity

survivorship payments on account of the Gaymon Father, receives substantial annuity payments of
her own, owns a home in Montreal, and claims ownership of property in Bulgaria..
56. Plaintiff takes the position that the 2nd Wife is not entitled to the maximum statutory

allowance that she claims, asks the Court's aid and direction and a declaratory judgment as to the
amounts to be paid to the 2nd Wife pursuant to the family allowance.
51. The 2nd Wife incurred excessive funeral and reception expenses including a $2,500

expense for a reception. She now seeks reimbursement of the Estate for these amounts. Plaintiff
requests that this Court determine whether and to what extent, the Estate is required to reimburse
the 2nd Wife for these expenses.
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Request for grant of fiduciary powers

58. The Last Will and Testament of William E. Gaymon failed to include the powers
accorded Executors set forth in Section 64 .. 1-57 of the Code of Virginia, 1950, as amended.
Inasmuch as there are certain complexities relating to the bequests in the decedent's Will as well as
the need to handle several pieces of real property, it would facilitate the administration of the
estate if such powers were granted to the Executor. The plaintiff-petitioner,. therefore, seeks to be
granted those powers.
WHEREFORE, plaintiff-petitioner prays as follows:
I. For a declaratory judgment:

a. That Violeta N. Gaymon is obligated to pay the expenses and payments on the
Residence including interest on the deed of trust notes, taxes and insurance payments;
b. That Violeta N. Gaymon is required to reimburse the Estate for any payments
made by the Estate on account of the Residence except for principal payments on the deed of trust
notes;
c. That Violeta N. Gaymon unlawfully redeemed the Central Fidelity Certificate of
Deposit and is obligated to repay the estate of the amount of the proceeds plus interest;
d. That Violeta N. Gaymon is required to surrender items not bequeathed to her in

the Will and to permit access to the Residence as well as the property and records of William E.
Gaymon for the purposes of making reports to governmental authorities;
e. That Violeta N. Gaymon is unlawfully retaining the rents and security deposits
on the Philadelphia properties and is required to tum those funds over to the Estate;
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f. That the Estate is entitled to the Templeton Growth Fund shares, and that

Violeta N. Gaymon is required to cause those shares to be conveyed over to the Estate;
g. Determining the amount of the family allowance to which Violeta N. Gaymon is
entitled;
h. Determining the amount, if any, that the Estate is obligated to reimburse Violeta
N. Gaymon for funeral and related expenses; and
2.

For an order:

a. Requiring that Violeta N. Gaymon pay the expenses and payments on the Residence
including interest on the deed of trust notes, taxes and insurance payments;
b. Requiring Violeta N. Gaymon to reimburse the Estate for any payments made
by the Estate on account of the Residence except for principal payments on the deed of trust notes;
c. Directing Violeta N. Gaymon repay the estate of the amount of the proceeds of
the Central Fidelity Certificate of Deposit plus interest;
d. Requiring Violeta N. Gaymon to surrender items not bequeathed to her in the
Will and to permit access to the Residence as well as the property and records of William E.
Gaymon for the purposes of making reports to governmental authorities;
e. Requiring Violeta N. Gaymon to tum over to the Estate an amount equal to the
rents and security deposits on the Philadelphia properties.;
f. Requiring Violeta N. Gaymon to. cause the shares of the Templeton Growth

Fund to be conveyed over to the Estate;
g. Granting the Executor fiduciary powers; and
3. For interest, expenses and costs, including attorney's fees.
App. 10

ORDER

[Filed 6/24/98]

THIS CAUSE came on to be heard on the motion of the petitioner-plaintiff for leave to
amend the amended bill of complaint by substitution,
AND IT APPEARING TO THE COURT, that the motion should be granted, it is

ORDERED that the amended bill of complaint previously filed herein is amended as

follows:
First, Substituted Paragraph 10 is to read:
To the extent Article 5 leaves either a mandatory or precatory life estate to Violeta
N. Gaymon the purpose and intent of the Testator in making the interlineation was
1) to claritY and reassure Violeta N. Gaymon that, as life tenant, she would not be
required to make principal payments on the Notes or pay them off upon the death
of the Testator, or otherwise; and 2) to leave in place the traditional obligations of
the life tenant to pay the expenses other than the principal portion of the Note
payments including, maintenance, interest, insurance and taxes.
and is substituted for original paragraph I 0 which read:
The purpose and intent of the Testator in making the interlineation was I) to clarify
and reassure Viol eta N. Gaymon that, as life tenant, she would not be required to
make principal payments on the Notes or pay them off upon the death of the
Testator, or otherwise; and 2) to leave in place the traditional obligations of the life
tenant to pay the expenses other than the principal portion of the Note payments
including, maintenance, interest, insurance and taxes.
Second, Substituted paragraph 12 is to read:
a. If the 2nd Wife's contention that the iriterlineated phrase of Article 5
"and the mortgage remaining shall be paid by the remainder persons" means that the
Gaymon Children are required to pay off the mortgage immediately or pay off the
principal, interest, taxes and insurance for the balance of her life then the life estate
fails since those terms are contrary to the conveyance or creation of a life estate. In
which case, a fee simple estate is created by the Will in favor of the Gaymon
Children.
b. Alternatively or in additon, the closing paragraph of Article 5 uses the
words "It is understood that in the case Mrs. VIOLETAN. GAYMON and I have
App. II

residence at the Fox Mill address at the time of my demise, she would have a life
estate in the same for the remainder of her life" is precatory to the legatees and does
not convey a valid life estate to the 2nd Wife and is merely a request to the Gaymon
Children;
c. Alternatively or in addtion, that the interlineated phrase "and the
mortgage remaining shall be paid by the remainder persons" in the introductory
paragraph of Article 5 applies only in the event and to the extent that the Gaymon
Children acquiesce in the precatory request of the life estate for the second wife and
only in which event the Gaymon Children would pay the principal amount of the
deed of trust notes during the period that they permit the 2nd Wife a life estate.
d. Alternatively or in addition, that the interlineated phrase of Article 5 "and
the mortgage remaining shall be paid by the remainder persons" has no force and
effect and is unenforceable in that it does not specify which of two encumbrances
on the Fox Mill property listed in subparagraph a. it refers to or whether it applies
only to other real estate or other bequests listed in subparagraphs b. through f. of
Article 5; or
e. Alternatively or in addition, if the will is strictly construed, there are no
mortgages payments to be made.
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and is substituted for original paragraph 12 which read:
Alternatively, if the Will is strictly construed, there are no mortgage payments to be
made."
Third, Substituted Prayer paragraph 1. a. is to read:
"I.

a. Alternatively,
(I) That if the 2nd Wife's contention that the interlineated phrase of Article 5 "and
the mortgage remaining shall be paid by the remainder persons" is correct and requires the
Gaymon Children are required to pay off the mortgage immediately or pay off the principal,
interest, taxes and insurance for the balance of her life then the life estate fails since those terms are
contrary to the conveyance or creation of a life estate. In which case, a fee simple estate is created
by the Will in favor of the Gaymon Children; or

(2) That Violeta N. Gaymon is obligated to pay the expenses and payments on the
Residence including interest on the deed of trust notes, taxes, and insurance
payments for the period of time that she has any tenancy in the Residence; or
(3) The closing paragraph of Article 5 uses the words "It is understood that in the
case MRS .. VIOLETAN. GAYMON and I have residence at the Fox Mill address
at the time of my demise, she would have a life estate in·the same for the remainder·
of her life" is precatory to the legatees and does not convey a valid life estate to the
2nd Wife and is merely a request to the Gaymon Children; or

(4) That the interlineated phrase "and the mortgage remaining shall be paid by the
remainder persons" in the introductory paragraph of Article 5 applies only in the
event and to the extent that the Gaymon Children acquiesce in the precatory request
of the life estate for the second wife and only in which event the Gaymon Children
would pay the principal amount of the deed of trust notes during the period that
they permit the 2nd Wife a life estate; or
(5) That the interlineated phrase of Article 5 "and the mortgage remaining
shall be paid by the remainder persons" has no force and effect and is unenforceable
in that it does not specifY which of two encumbrances on the Fox Mill property
listed in subparagraph a. it refers to or whether it applies only to other real estate or
other bequests listed in subparagraphs b. through f. of Article 5.
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and is substituted for Prayer Paragraph I a. which now reads:
"That Violeta N. Gaymon is obligated to pay the expenses and payments on the
Residence including interest on the deed of trust notes, taxes and insurance
payments;"
Fourth, Substituted Prayer Paragraph 2 a. and b. are to read:
2 a. Requiring that Violeta N. Gaymon pay the expenses and payment on

the Residence including principal, interest on the deed of trust notes, taxes, and
insurance payments .from the date of decedent's death until the Court finds that
Violeta N. Gaymon's life estate is terminated or that no life estate in the Residence
was created or during the period of her occupancy of the Residence, whichever last
occurs and that she reimburse the Estate of William E. Gaymon for any of those
payments made by it; or
2 b. Requiring Violeta N. Gaymon to reimburse the Estate for any
payments made by the Estate on account of the Residence except for principal
payments on the deed of trust notes until the Court finds that Violeta N. Gaymon's
life estate is terminated or that no life estate in the Residence was created or during
the period of her occupancy of the Residence, whichever last occurs;

and is substituted for present Prayer paragraph 2 a. and b. which now read
a. Requiring that Violeta N. Gaymon pay the expenses and payments on the
Residence including interest on the deed of trust notes, taxes and insurance
payments;
b. Requiring Violeta N. Gaymon to reimburse the Estate for any payments made
by the Estate on account of the Residence except for principal payments on the deed of trust notes.
AND IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the defendant Violeta N. Gaymon shall be

deemed to have denied the substituted allegations without further action on her part unless
chooses to file a different response.
ENTERED this 24th day of June, 1998.
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[Filed 8/21/98]
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION OF RULING
AND OF JUDGMENT IF ENTERED AND SUPPORTING MEMORANDUM
L

INTRODUCTION

Plaintiff' William V. Gaymon, Excecutor of the Estate of William E. Gaymon, respectfully
requests this Court to reconsider two points of its rulings:
1. The effect of language in the first paragraph of the Fifth Article of the Will, "upon the

date of transfer'' on the obligations of the "remainder persons" to pay principal, interest, taxes, and
insurance during the life estate; and
2. Whether a will may impose an obligation on other than the life tenant (in this case, the

remaindermen) where the remaindermen have not accepted or taken any affirmative action to
accept the alleged benefit of the remainder estate.
This Court has ruled that the Will created a life tenancy in defendant Viol eta N. Gaymon.
While the Executor respectfully disagrees with the Court's ruling, for purposes of this motion, the
Executor will assume, as he must at this point in the case, the existence of the life estate.
In the Executor's Bill of Complaint, he, among other things, sought a declaratory judgment
that the Mrs. Gaymon was responsible for repaying the Estate of William E. Gaymon for sums that
the Executor had advanced on deed of trust payments which were made in order to preserve the
family home, an asset of the Estate, for its beneficiaries. The basis of the claim for requiring Mrs.
Gaymon to repay the Estate and make future payments was that, under traditional rules, the life
tenant payed the interest, taxes and insurance on encumbrances on the property and the language
of the Fifth Article did not change the traditional rule.
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The language that this Court has ruled that created the life estate is found in the third
section of the Fifth Article. The language about encumbrances is found in the first section of that
Article:

antl

F:trru.

z give and bequeat'.h to

NICOLE

G.

GAYMON,

share

my children, WZLt.IAH V. GAYMON

and

share

alike,

the

following

described property, subject to any encumbrances upon the same upon
the date or transferatJ). ~ "'o"'-\·~«. ~.a..""~";"'''~ 1 \ '!o "'~.\\ be..
'{'~·n ·~ \),.\ +""-. ...._..,M 1'!'\N J q ~ f"C!\o-).OI'f.S; ~
a. My residence, together with improvements thereon, located

at 2619 Fox Mill Road, Reston, Virginia.
b.

The apartmant bouse that T nwn at: 390 East Cliveden

Street., Philadel.phi.a, Penl\sylvani.a.
c.

The apartment house that I own at 6714 Bl.akemore Street,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
d.

The municipal bond that I own in the Richmond Metropolitan

Authority.
e.

Tht! jewelry which was the property of my. late wife,

ESTELLE

.s.

GAYMOtl, as well as

my personal jewelry which is located

in a safety deposit box at the Hunters Woods Branch of the Central

Fidelity Bank.
f. The savings account in my name at Chevy Chase savings and
Loan Association.

Zt is understood that. in the case that
and I

Mrs.

VlOLETA N.

GAYMON

have residence at the Fox Mill address at the time of my

demise, she would have a life estate in. the same for the remainder

of her life.

It is the date of transfer language that requires this Court's further examination
App. 16

In its ruling, this Court expressly declined to issue a ruling that the remaindermen were
liable for making the deed of trust payments, among other reasons, on the grounds of due process:
the were not properly before the Court:
As for the second issue, an analysis of the cases relied upon by the Court, offered by Mrs.

Gaymon •s counsel and other cases that required satisfaction of conditions by remaindermen, all
involved cases where the remaindermen had affirmatively accepted some benefit of the estate. No
case permits the testator's unilateral imposition of conditions such as the Will, as interpreted by
this Court, attempts to do. If requirement of payment by the remaindermen is impermissible, then
the burden falls upon the life tenant and she owes the Estate for the deed of trust payments that it
advanced to prevent the residence from being foreclosed upon and preserving it for the Estate.
D.

IN CONSTRUING THE EFFECT OF THE INTERLINEATED CLAUSE THE
COURT FAILED TO CONSIDER THE "UPON THE DA'IE OF TRANSFER"
LANGUAGE

Immediately preceding the interlineated language and as part of the same sentence, the
Testator did "give and bequeath" all of the items in Article 5 "subject to encumbrance upon the
same upon the date of transfer., However, the Will is silent as to what the date of transfer means.
It could mean:

1. The date that possession and control transfers to the remaindermen; or
2. The date that the life estate vests in the remaindermen; or
3. The date when the remaindermen accepts a benefit of the remainder.

Until that transfer occurs, the remaindermen clearly have no obligation to do anything in
regard to the "mortgage."

App. 17

According to Black's Law Dictionary (Revised Fourth Edition) the definition of"transfer"
""'

includes "to make over the possession or control of." If Mrs. Gaymon is a life tenant then nothing
is more true than the remaindermen do not have either possession or control of the estate.

n: as the Court has found, the Testator conveyed a life estate, it seems much more likely
that any obligations that he passed on to the remainder persons would become due when they
received the benefit of the property not just a right to future possession which was subject to
divestment before the "transfer'' of ownership and control occurred.
To hold otherwise would require the Court to conclude that the Testator who included the
pre-marital agreement as part of his Will, who recited separately in that Will his intention to leave
property owned together with his first wife which included the residence and who had a residuary
clause to the same effect, intended that the Gaymon Children be saddled with the mortgage on the
property without the use of that property so as to be able to use it to meet the obligation.
At a minimum, extrinsic evidence is required to determine what he meant by the date of
transfer. The drafter of the Will, Glenwood Roane repeatedly testified that he explained to the
parties that the effect of the Will's language, including the interlineation, was to require the life
tenant, not the remainder persons, to pay the expenses of the estate during the life tenant, but not
be responsible for the mortgage balance when she left or otherwise abandoned the estate.
From the four comers of the document, the Court is not in a position to determine when
any obligations on other than Mrs. Gaymon to pay the mortgage occurs.
The Court ruled that the interlineated language must have a separate meaning from the rest
of Article Five. That may be so, but the Court is not in a position to determine what it did mean
without extrinsic evidence.
App. 18

The ruling fails, too, to give effect to the repeated declarations in the Will that the property
owned with the Testator's first wife was to go to the Gaymon children. They, too, should be given
independent meaning and effect.

m

A TESTATOR CANNOT IMPOSE AN OBLIGATION ON A REMANDERMAN
WITHOUT CONSENT UNLESS THE REMANDERMAN ACCEPTS THE
BENEFIT OF THE ESTATE
The Court correctly ruled that the mere fact that the condition imposed by a Testator's gift

creates a burden that outweighs its benefit does not relieve the recipient of the obligations of that
condition.
But, plaintiff respectfully suggests that the point begs the question. The proper analysis is
whether a testator can impose a condition on remaindermen where they have done nothing
affinnatively to accept the gift or grant or benefit from it. The very language from Taliferro v.
Day. 82 Va. 79, 95 (1886) quoted by the Court in support of its ruling that Mrs. Gaymon had no
mortgage obligation makes clear that an act of acceptance by the beneficiary, in this case the
remandermen, is necessary in order to bind them to the condition:
" ... the party thus accepting a legacy, coupled with a condition, binds himself to
the performance of the condition, although the burden may exceed the benefit."
(Emphasis Supplied)
Here, the remaindermen have taken no affirmative steps of any kind or otherwise accepted
the remainder. If they do, then the condition may be imposed. This view is consistent with the
earlier argument that it is the time of the transfer of the right to possession and control that
governs when the mortgage shall be paid by the remaindermen.
Plaintiff's counsel have found no reported case that permits a testator to impose a
condition on a legatee such as the remaindermen here where the legatee has not expressly or by
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implication accepted the gift or received a benefit under it. Here, the remaindennen may not
outlive the life tenant and the only thing that they know that they are getting is an obligation to pay
off a mortgage on property they are unable to enjoy. To hold them liable under the circumstances
violates due process of law.
The result of this analysis is that, at this point, Mrs. Gaymon has to pay her own mortgage
on the residence and the Estate is entitled to reimbursement from her for the sums that it has paid
on the mortgage.
IV.

IN ANY EVENT, TAXES AND INSURANCE ARE THE OBLIGATIONS OF THE
LD'E TENANT AND THE EXECUTOR IS ENTITLED TO REIMBURSEMENT
FOR FUNDS THAT BE HAS PAID OVER FOR THESE EXPENSES

It is the obligation of the life tenant to pay taxes and other expenses of the estate. City of
Richmond v. McKenny. 194 Va. 427, 73 S.E.2d 414 (1952)(taxes). Whatever the will may say
about mortgages, it says nothing about relieving the life tenant of the traditional obligations of
taxes and insurance. Nothing in the Will lends itself to such a construction. The Estate, at a
minimum, is entitled to reimbursement from Mrs. Gaymon for those expenditures.
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ORDER
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[Filed 8/31/98]

THIS CAUSE cum· on to he heard on
23, 24, :u1d 25, 1998, nn the )lct·irionct·,s
j!
fik:c.l
I:'I Amcnc.kd nillnf Cumpl:tinr for Aid and Dirccrinn, upnn <1nswcrs :tnc.f utl1cr
Jun'~

plc.~1dings

.\
}.

herein, upon the appc.1rancc ofWILLIAM V. GAYMON, Executor, and his counsel, up<;n

J

I!., the appc:~ranc.- nf Vl()JJ;TA N. GAYMON and ha counsel, npnn tbc appL-.rana' nf!
.I1.I. NI< X>J .E YM< >N, and afic:r cvickn<.:c.\ review nfcxhihirs and :trgumcnt of cuun.-.cl,
<~A

~11

~
u il
7!.

o-r

hc.~aring

the ( :Cmrr makc.c; the fi,IJnwing ruling.~:

ADJUDGED, ORDHRRD and DEGRF.ED:

J..

'l11at

Rc.o;pnlllk~nr

VIOJ.ETA N. <iA YMON is liahll'

,
In

rhc

Hxc.~"llfnr

l

of rlw /

F.-tate nf Willi,un 1'.. <;,,l"nnn in thr '"""'"'"" $4 ,043.12 witb imw:ot frnm !mw lr>, I '197 :

<4!of I umil p:1id,

,,·hidl !HIIll rqlll'sc.·ms the :mtrnun· n·rt~ivc.~d hy VIOLHTA N. (;A YMO~ lhun rhc
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j

2.

That Rc..·.o;pnndc..~nr VIOJ.ETA N. (;AYMON is liahlc rn rhc: Exccurnr of the

I

E.o;rarc ufWilli;un E. (;:tymnn in thc..~:unount of S I ,260.00, with interest fhun Aug11st l ~ 1~~7~ '
whidl sum rcprc..·scnts
propcrtic.o;

afrc..~r

rcnr~1ls

William E.

rcl"ciwd by \'lOJ.F:rA N. <iA YMON fhnn the Philadelphia

G~\)'111011

Jicd on Jmw 3, 1997; :uuJ it is

1:URTHHR ADJUDGED, ORDERED and DECREED:
3.

..

Thar the Hxcc.."Utor pay our of c.litatc a.liscts to VIOLETAN. GAYMON funeral

i; hiiJs in the tmal amount of $10,654.00, to he paid as follows: (1} $2,000.00 payment shaJI

,.

have pr~ll"it)• m·cr all other dchts as providl~d in rhe Cndc of Virginia~ (2) $8654.00 shall he
I

:j paid our of till' csrarc assets (that is ro say SN.654 .00 docc; nm have priority over mher estate
I

debts);
4.

'l1tat Rcspnnc.lcnt VIOJ.F.TA N. GAYMON's shall not he reimbursed for tlu:

funeral reception bills in rhe amount of 52~569.00;
5.

'llt:tt Respondent VIOJ .E'fA N. ( ;AYM.ON shall nor receive n~imhursc..."tncut of

tlu.· t:xpcnsc.c; claimed in Paragraphs 1A and 1H nf tht: Cmss- Hill of Complaint filed in this
cause which induJc.c; claimed rcimhursc...'1ncnr for expenses on rhc Phih1dclphia properties; and

it is

ji

·''

.1

fURTHER ADJUDGED, ORDERED and DECREED:
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I!1
'1·

will ;md tc.o;rmncm nf William E. <;aymnn, dcce;.1st!d (the ''Tcsmtnr.... ).

:!

7.

· · th:u
:1.~

111;11 fnr the: r~..·.asnns st;m:d in thl· n:~uni the ( :C mrt cnnsrrucs rh~..· Will to Lkclarl~

Rcspnnd~o.·nr

VI< )J .ETA N.

<~A YM( lN

is l'.ntitlcd ro

:1

life cst·;u·~ in rht• prop~..~rry kuowu

2619 Fux Mill Road~ Rc::.o;ron, l;airfax <A:nuuy Virginia also known

..;i Rc..o;rnn a.o; rhe

samt~

:1.~

l.ot 6B, S(.:criun 4A,

appc;us duly dcdic.·m.xl~ platted ami recorded in Deed Bnuk 2714 at p::tge

324 :Uld rededicated, platted and recorded in Deed Bonk 3056 ar page 298, muong the land

I;
!

rccordo; ofFairf.u County, Virginia ANn BEING the same property purchased ar foreclosure 1

.

snit: hy Willi:un H. (i;l~'lmtn, rcconkd in Deed Bonk 3377 at page 345 (the "Rt!Sic..lcmx.·");

-

8.

Court further

'flu:

con~rruc.-;

Paragraph 5 of the Will a.c; rcL)UJnng the ·'

lcgatcc.c;frcm;lindc.::r persons, ro wit: WILI.IAM V. (.1AYM< >Nand NICOLI~ tiAYMON (rhc l
~Rema.indcnncn''),

ru pay all sums due under rhe rwo l>ccds of Trust on the Residence,

.

including princip:~.l and intcrc.'it, from the dare oftunsfer, to wit: Tc.<itatnr's death on Jwtc 3,
1997, until paid in full. As used in this Ord<.~r, tht~ term "Deeds ofTrusr'' shall refer

to

the

. nhligarinn of tlu~ underlying promissory nntcs, as secured hy their respective deeds of trust, ~
!

!i..

more parrit:ularl)' dc.scrihcd

:l.'i

follows: (a) one certain Deed of Trust from the Tc.~rator to

i

I

Allen C. Adams and W. M. Stone, Tmstcc.~. in trust ro secure to the lender, First Pcdcral
~

Savings and I .oan A~snciatiun nf Arlingrun,lrs suL:Cl:Ssor.'i nnd a.~~igns, in the original prindpal

:.!

"""

l

<lmount of Fitly-om· Thcmsaml

l>nllars (Sfi I ,OOCUlO), d::ttl~d Januarr 26, I 'J72, and rcconkd

January 31, 1~72, in lkc.'.LI 1\uok ~568~ at P:tgl~ 5 I~' among thl~ l;airfax ( Alllnt')', Virginia, J:md
n·"·onls; and (h) om· t:t·rl';tin I kt·tl nf'Tmst from rhc T<·statnr ttl Mich:td A. Smith ;md I knnis
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I

!
1'

l"fl

Ii M. Cumnht\ Trusrc:t·s, in rrusr ro scmn~ to thl· lender, <lu~vy Ch:\Sl' Savings B:mk, ES.n., its

II:!

'i\ICt.'l'Ssors and assigns, in dw nriginal principal amount of Om· llunc.ired Nincty·fhur

~; 'i11tms:md 1)nllttrs ($1lJ4,000.00), c.l;trt~tl May II, J 9'1 1, and n·.l·ordt•d May 16, I '191, in Deed

'*'

Book 7N09, ;tr Pagl~ 94 2, among thl~ l~:t1rf.tx Count)', Virginia, land records (c.:olJccrivcly, the

I , .. Deeds of Trust..). The Cinuff lintls tARt the EMe.:ufor
i.·

"ri\)'I'ACJ\t

h:~ a fidudM')' tlttt:)' rn pwRitte

()r tlw two needs of Trust by the Rcmaindennen.

TI'lC

Court further finds that,

under the rcrms of the Will, the Remaindermen arc liable in equity personally fbr all payments
·I

required ro he rn;tde em the two Deeds of Trust since Tcstaror's death; and further find'i that
rlu: remainder

inren~'>l

on rhc: rc.-.idcncc will he !iuhjl~Ct to a lic.~n fbr all amounts paid h)'

VIOLETAN. (;AYMON nn s:titl Deeds ofTrust since Jum: 3, 1997 and rlu~cafrcr;

9.
rcquc.~t to

For til<.~ reasons srarcd in the Court's ruling on June 25~ l 998, the J>ctiticmcr's
recover any amounr from 30)' and all Merrill Lynch Cash Managcmenr A'counts,

.spccific.1Hy account mnnhers 798-58955, 79&-66229 and 798-67414 is herchy DENll~D.
I 0.

"Ill&u hy virn1e of VIOl .HTA N. <;A YMON'S joinr rcnancy wirh common law

righr of survivorship em the Merrill J .ynch ( :.1sh Management Account number 798-66229
established on nr :1hour June 12, 1996 with her husband, William E. Gaymon, :llld for the
i;

additional rc.:a.o;ons rcdrcd in the transcript of the Court's ruling on june 25~ 1998,

J!
! .

:: Rc:-spundcnr VJOLETA N. <;A YM()N i.s t~nt'idcd to aU propert)' t·ont;tim~l in tht~ Mc.~rrill··
I

:: L)'ndt C.'\.o;h M;m;tgl~nu.".J\1 An:oum numht.·r 79H-Mi229 and suhsCl)liCnt ~tt:l:ounrs disbursed

I:

·I

I

i:

and/or moved inro Accoum Numhns 7lJR-5H955 anc.l 7lJ8-67414, rhr I.H'l~r of whidt is

•:
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;I

! prc.licntly tl'.rml'd "Tlu~ 1\lncka.l Account" which wa.li c.~tahlishcd by< ~mscnr Order cnrcrcd by

1

thi~

Court on J;umary 16, 1998; and it is

hcn~hy

FlJRTHHR Al>JUDGF.D, ORDERED and DBCRF.ED:
I

I•

.,
I

11.

Titat the ( :nnscnt Order entered on J;mu:ary 16, 1998 c.~t:ahlishing "'11tc Rlockcd !

Aa:ount~'l\ Ac.:count Number

798-67414 is hereby vACAnn and 41II3SSets in UTile Blocked

Account,' are the sole property of the Rc~pondcnt1 VIOLETAN. GAYMON;
12.
! ;.

hy law [!_utSUant to§ 64.1-57 ofrhc 19.1(} C:odeofVirginia,

i
i

;i

a~

amended; and iris hereby

FURTHER ADJUl>GHD, ORDERED and DECREI!D:
13.

'

Tit:tr the Executor he and hereby is GRANTED the fiduciary powers allowed

·nte Executor shall have physical accc.'is rn the RcsidcnCl~ for inventory purposes

only. Titc HxCl.-un>r shall give \TJOLHTA N. GAYMON 15 days' notice rn inventory the

l

property and VIOLETA N. GAYMQN shall allow the Rxa:uror or his agent inro the

I

•

'I

!

Arthur n. V1crcgg, Jr., JUD(;E
l~airf.'lX Cuunry Circuit ( :Cmrr
/;...
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A TTACUMENT TO ORDER IN GAYMON V. GAYMON

Objections of Plaintiff
Plaintiff objects to those portions of the order that are adverse to him for the reasons
stated and the objections made at trial, and in his filings with the Court, which are incorporated
into this objection. Plaintiff specifically objects to the award of a life estate to the defendant
Violeta N. Gaymon on the ground that the wording of the Will did not create a life estate but was
merely precatory and that the Court was required to take parole or extrinsic evidence about the
circumstances of the Will to determine what was created.
· Plaintift:further objects to the Order to the extent that it does not require the defendant
Violcta N. Gaynion to repay the funds to the Estate that were used to keep the mortgage
payments current on the grounds that 1) the language of the Will does not change the typical
allocation of mortgage payments with the life tenant being liable for payment on the mortgages of
interest, taxes, and insurance, 2) the meaning of the interlineated clause could not be dctcnnined
without extrinsic evidence, 3) that it was error to admii some, but not all of the extrinsic evidence
on the circumstances of the inclusion of the interlineated phrase; and 4) it is impennissible for a

testator to impose an obligation on the remaindermen where they have not accepted or benefitted
from the life estate and no funds have been provided for them to pay the obligation.
To the extent that the Order requires the Executor to bring suit against some of the

beneficiaries who were not before the Court, plaintiff objects on the grounds that these
beneficiaries were not given due process, the relief granted was not prayed for or asked for in the
pleadings, the relief sought docs not benefit the estate, but is a private dispute between two sets of
beneficiaries in which plaintiff has no interest.
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(FUed 9110/98)

VIRGINIA:
IN THE CJRCUJT COURT OF FAIRFAX COUNTY

WU..LIAM V. GA\'MON,
.EXECUTOR OF TilE ESTATE
OF WILLIAM E. GAYMON,
Petitioner

v.

Chancery No. JS:Z47l

VIOLETA N. GAYMON, et al.
Defendants

The petitioner, WUiiam V. Gaymon, Executor, having liled a motion to reconsider
this court's decision embodied In a final decree of this court entered on August 21, 1998,
and tbis court having found the motion to be without merit; it is
ADJUDGED AND DECRF..ED that the motion for reconsideration rded by the
petitioner be and hereby is DENIED.
ENTERED: September 10, 1991

Pursuant to Rule 1:13 endorsemeut of this order by the parties is waind.
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(FUed 9/10/98)
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September I 0. 1998

Peter 1.. Sissman, E.o;quire
1840 Wilson Boulevard. SuiLC: 205
Arlington, Virginia 22201

Thomas J. Harrigan, Esquire
Duvall, Harrigan. HaJe & Hassan. P.L.C.
I OS II Judicial Drive
1:a1irf11X, Virginia 22030

Re:

Gaymon y Gaymon
Chancery No. I 52472

Dear CoWlscl:

I have considered the motion for reconsideration fded on behalf of William V. Gaymon,
Executor of the Estate of William E. Gaymon and have determined that it is without merit. It is
therefore denied. A copy of the order is enclosed.

-

Arthur B. Vieregg

ABV/lm
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TRIAL TRANSCRIPT

[Filed 10/29/98]

NICOLE GAYMON (Direct)(6/23/98 pp. 80-83)

Q

Please state your name.

A

Nicole Gabrielle Gaymon.

Q

Where do you live?

A

1719 Kenyon Street, Northwest, Washington, D.C.

Q

What is the extent of your education?

A

I got a B.S. in polysci and an M.A. in international affairs.

Q

How are you employed?

A

I work for the government. I work for the African Development Foundation.

Q

You are related to William E. Gaymon?

A

Yes, sir. He's my dad.

Q

Tell me a little bit about his background- his educational background.

A

My dad had a Ph.D. in psychology. He had a Master's degree and, of course, an

undergraduate degree from Howard University.
Q

Can you sort of summarize his career for us briefly?

A

My father was a Peace Corps director when I was a very little girl. He moved me

to Afiica when I was about 17 months. Brought me back to the States.
He worked for the Navy as a psychologist for a little while and did a variety of
other things, and then finally he ended up in the U.N. in '79 and took me and my mom back to
Africa. He stayed with the U.N. until he retired, and then he came back to live in Reston.
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NICOLE GAYMON (Direct)(6/23/98 pp. 80-83

THE COURT: I'm sorry. I didn't hear the last of it.
THE WITNESS: He came back to live in Reston.
THE COURT: Thanks.

BY MR. SISSMAN:

""'

Q

After he came back to the States, was he employed?

A

Yes. He was employed by Lincoln University.

Q

What did he do up there?

A

He was a director for their public policy program.

Q

It was an institute, wasn't it?

A

Yes, it was.

Q

And how long did he work there?

A

I'd say a couple of years. Maybe three.

Q

Up until 1995?

A

Up until -- Yes. He was forced to retire.

Q

And why was he forced to retire?

A

He had developed a mass on his brain in the back, and it kind of forced his

retirement.

Q

What was done about that mass?

A

He had surgery, and they removed the initial tumor. And then I guess maybe 24 or

36 hours later, he developed a blood clot, and they had to remove a little bit more of the brain.
That's what I understand.
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NICOLE GAYMON (Direct)[6/23/98 pp. 80-83
Q

Are you aware of the Fox Mill Road property?

A

Yes, sir.

Q

That's in Reston?

A

Yes, sir.

Q

How old were you when your mother and father bought the family home?

A

I was about five, because I stood out in the courtyard in Fairfax County with them

when they bid on it.

Q

Were you brought up there?

A

Yes, sir.

Q

Now, how often would you see your dad?

A

For a while when they moved back, I lived with them, so it was pretty frequently.

Q

Moved back after he retired from Africa?

A

After he retired; yes. And I moved from Greensboro to go to grad school, and my

And-

dad built me an apartment in the basement. He struck a deal with me that if I got in, he'd pay for
my cost ofliving.

Q

So, the final years of his life, about how frequently would you see him?

A

About once a week.

Q

And can you tell us starting in 1995 what you noticed about your father's both

medical and mental condition?
A

Well, he became weaker in '95, because I noticed it when we got to the New
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NICOLE GAYMON (Direct)[6/l3/98 pp. 80-83

Years dinner, you know, in '96. He could hardly walk. He was having difficulties walking, and
you could tell he was in obvious pain.
And this was kind of one of the first

•••
WD...LIAM V. GAYMON (Direct) [6123/98 pp.lOl-103,]

Just have a seat, please.
TilE WITNESS: Thanks.
TilE COURT: Call your next witness, Mr.

Sissman.
MR. SISSMAN: Thank you, Your Honor. I call William V. Gaymon, please.
Whereupon,
WD...LIAM V. GAYMON

a plaintiff, was called for examination by counsel on behalf of the Plaintiffs, and, having been duly
sworn by the Clerk, was examined and testified as follows:
DIRECT EXAMINATION
BY MR. SISSMAN:
Q

Would you please state your name.

A

My name is William Victor Gaymon.

Q

And what's the extent of your education, sir?

A

I have a B.A in mathematics from Amherst College and an M.S. in computer

science from George Washington University.
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Wll.LIAM V. GAYMON (Direct) (6/23/98 pp. 102-103)

Q

Where are you employed?

A

I'm currently employed at the Library of Congress as a systems analyst.

Q

How long have you worked there?

A

Over 20 years. I think close to 25 at this point.

Q

What kind of relationship did you have with your dad?

A

We had a close relationship. We were a tight-knit family. My dad always iterated

the term 11 nuclear family, 11 and he was a firm believer in that concept. He liked to get together for
family outings and that kind of thing.
Q

How frequently would you see him, say, in '95 and '96, '97?

A

During that period when he was ill and had had several operations, typicalJy I would

see him once a week. Usually, me and my sister would drive over together.

Q

To Reston?

A

To Reston; correct.

Q

Your dad remarried -- Your mom died --

A

December 20th, 1995.

Q

And your dad remarried?

A

In 1998.

***
WILLIAM V. GAYMON (Direct) [6/23/98 pp. 111, line 15-116], line 18]
Q

You are the executor under that will?

A

That's correct.
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WU..LIAM V. GAYMON (Direct) [6/23/98 pp. 111, line 15-116], line 18]

Q

And you're bringing this suit in your capacity as

executor?

""'

A

That's correct.

Q

Since your dad's death in June of 1997- He died on June 3rd?

A

That's correct.

Q

Of'97?

A

Of'97.

Q

As far as you know, how is the mortgage to be paid?

A

The mortgage was paid by me as executor out of the available estate funds at that

point for the first eight months of- since his death.
Q

And approximately how much have you paid out of that?

A

Approximately $10,400.

Q

And why did you make those payments?

A

Well, I made the payments because I had had a-- Well, my first inclination was to

try to understand how it would even be possible to make those payments, and I've had two
conversations with Violeta Gaymon subsequent to my father's death at the family home.
Before she cut off communication, she - After the second conversation we bad, she
called me and said that any further communication would be via our attorneys.
But getting to your question, I was trying to understand and trying to come to some
sort of knowledge about where the mortgage payments could possibly come from, because, at that
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WILLIAM V. GAYMON (Direct) (6/23/98 pp. 111, line 15-116], line 18)

point in time, the only ~nds that I had in my possession as executor amounted to about $1,500 in
assets from the savings and checking accounts.
So, obviously, to make payments of$1,300 a month just didn't make any sense. So,
after trying to get payments made or understand where payments might be made from, Susan
Pollack, as my attorney, advised me that I should continue to make the payments out of whatever
funds became available.
And there was in process the sale of one of the properties in Philadelphia which
looked like it was going to generate some assets for the estate.
Of course, the property had been devised to me and my sister in the will. But that
at the time, and in effect up until now, was the only source of income to the estate to make any
payments.
There was, of course, a letter at one point from Violeta's attorney, George Brandt
at the time, who said in the letter that he denied the assertion that there were funds available to the
estate because Nicole and Victor would have received substantial life insurance payments, which,
according to this letter, would have been the intent of my father that he wanted Nicole and Victor
to make the mortgage payments out of the life insurance.
Well, that was rather ludicrous as well, because we got in life insurance about
$25,000 each which the mortgages - there were two - There was a first and a home equity on the
principal residence that totaled $82,000 approximately.
So, obviously, my fathets intent would not have been to basically wipe out the
msurance --
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MR. HARRIGAN: Your Honor, I've got to object to "obviously"-THE COURT: Sustained.
THE WITNESS: Well, economically, it's obvious.
THE COURT: Well, sirMR. SISSMAN: Well, let's talk about economics for a second.
THE COURT: TIUs type of opinion testimony is inappropriate, sir.
THE WITNESS: I'm sony.
THE COURT: Mr. Sissman, please proceed.
MR. SISSMAN: Thank you, Your Honor.
BY MR. SISSMAN:

Q

Let's talk about economics.
Are you aware of your sister's financial situation?

A

To some extent; yes. I'm aware that she has significant debt load. Even at this

point, she has a significant debt load.
Q

Does she have any assets to pay the mortgage - excuse me - to pay the

encumbrance, the deed of trust notes?
A

No.

Q

Tell me, are there encumbrances on the residence, the Fox Mill residence?

A

There are two encumbrances. There's the first mortgage, which would have been

taken out in approximately 1970, that's currently or as of date of death was about Q

Well, you use the word "mortgage." Are they mortgages?
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A

The second is a home equity credit line.

Q

No. But are they called "mortgages"?

A

I don't know what the first is called. I haven't actually - I think it's -- I don't know.

I haven't actually seen the paperwork for that.
MR. SISSMAN: Your Honor, Mr. Harrigan and I had stipulated that there are two
deeds of trust on the property. And is that true, Mr. Harrigan?
MR. HARRIGAN: Same thing as mortgages.
MR. SISSMAN: Well, two deeds of trust on the property?
MR. HARRIGAN: Yes.
MR. SISSMAN: That's what's on there.
MR. HARRIGAN: Yes.
MR. SISSMAN: Okay.

***
DISCUSSION WITH THE COURT [6/23/98, p. 158]

THE COURT: Ifit's relevant it comes in.
MR. SISSMAN: It comes in now? I mean what happened at the will signing.

THE COURT: Yes, I would think so. I will hear you if there's a disagreement on
that.
MR. SISSMAN: Okay, I just didn't want, you know, I want to go straight forward.

THE COURT: If it's a question of it is not going to be kept out because it's parole
evidence, whether it's relevant, whether the issue is before the Court might be a different matter.
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MR. SISSMAN: Okay. I caJI Mr. Roane, please.
THE COURT: All right.
Whereupon,
GLENWOOD ROANE,
a witness, was called for examination by counsel for the Complainants, and, after having been duly
sworn by the clerk, was examined and testified as follows:

""'

DIRECT EXAMINATION
MR. SISSMAN: Court's indulgence, Your Honor.

THE COURT: Sure.
BY MR. SISSMAN:
Q

Would you please state your name?

A

Glenwood Roane.

Q

And you're a lawyer?

A

lam.

Q

When did you become a member of the Virginia Bar?

A

1990.

Q

Okay. And before that you really had a number of careers, is that correct?

A

That's correct.

Q

Can you tell us a little bit about your governmental career?
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A

Yes, I started out with the Veterans Administration, moved to the Department of

Defense, and later to the Agency for International Development, which is Department of State, and
I stayed with the Agency for International Development until my retirement in 1983.
Q

What kind of things were you doing for them?

A

I started out a contract services and legal advisor in Liberia 1996, then I moved to

management, went to Ghana, and after that I went back to contract in Viet Nam, and then I went
back into management again - well I guess I was still in management because I was associate
director for contract in VietNam. Then I went into management in a director's capacity.

Q

And you're also a minister?

A

lam.

Q

How long have you been a minister?

A

Since 1973.

Q

And you actively engage in that calling?

A

Yes, I would say so. Yes.

Q

In fact, you preached the first Mrs. Gaymon's funeral, isn't that correct?

A

Yes, I did.

Q

Mr. Gaymon called you in 1990, is that correct?

A

That's correct.

Q

He asked you to help him with the will?

A

Yes.

Q

And he had an earlier will?

f1'\

~
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A

Yes, he did.

Q

A 1988 will?

A

Yes.

Q

Is the exhibit book up there?

A

What exhibit book?

Q

(Handed document to the witness.) That would be number 4.
THE COURT: For the record, I think you all addressed this but am I right that all

of these exhibits come into evidence?
MR.

~ISSMAN:

That's correct, Your Honor.

THE COURT: The exhibits that have been marked.
MR. SISSMAN: Yes, YourHonor.
MR. HARRIGAN: They're subject to materiality, like these graphs and things. I

don't think I got the graphs in his exhibits.
THE COURT: No, I'm talking about the exhibit books. Those were additional.
MR. HARRIGAN: They're in evidence.

THE COURT: All right. All of these exhibits then, 1 through it appears to be 52

on behalf of the Complainant, will be received, as well as the exhibits 1 through it appears to be 44,
on behalf of the Respondent. They're all in evidence.
MR. SISSMAN: A fair amount ofhis exhibits are cases.
THE COURT: I beg your pardon?
MR. SISSMAN: A fair amount of his exhibits are cases.
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THE COURT: Well I'm not going to receive exhibits that are cases.
MR. HARRIGAN: I think it's I through 8. Part A I think are the exhibits, and is it
B? A and Bare the exhibits.
THE COURT: I'm sony. I was going by the tabs. The exhibits but not the
authorities are received.
(Whereupon, documents were received into evidence as set forth above.)
BY MR. SISSMAN:

""

Q

Are you looking at P-4?

A

Yes, I am.

Q

Can you tell us what that is?

A

Yes, that's Last Will and Testament of William Gaymon.

Q

What year were you asked to draft the will for Mr. Gaymon?

A

I wasn't asked to draft a will for him until1990. This will that I'm looking at was

not drafted by me (inaudible).
Q

Okay, and if you'd take a look at number 7. Is that the will that you drafted?

A

That's the will that I drafted, yes.

Q

Now did that will carry forward a lot of the language that was in the P-4, the 1988

A

It appears to, yes.

Q

In fact, Mr. Wdliam Gaymon wrote the 1988 will himself'l

will?
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A

I could not testify to that. I know that when he came to see me he brought me the

provisions. He did not give me the 1988 will as such. He had written it out, and he gave it to me,
and I looked at the provisions that he wanted to be incorporated into the instrument that he asked
me to draft. We had some discussion about it and then I drafted this particular will for him and
had it executed.

Q

You were really doing this as a favor?

A

More or less. We don't make much money doing wills, but we were friends; we'd

been friends for some years, and I guess that's the reason he asked me to assist in the drafting of it.
Q

Now there came a time when someone called you about doing another will which

later was executed in 1997?
A

Yes.

Q

Do you recall when you were called?

A

I don't recall specifically when I was called, but it was sometime early in 1997.

Q

And who called you?

A

That was Mrs. Gaymon, Mrs. Violeta Gaymon.

Q

And what did she say?

A

She told me that the will that had been done previously had some provisions in it

that her husband did not like and he wanted to effect some changes to the will.

Q

If you'd look at Exhibit 2, P-2, can you tell us what that is, please?

A

Yes. This is a copy of the note that I made at the time I visited with Bill to make

the changes in his will.
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Q

Was this prior to the 1997 will?

A

That was just prior to the 1997 will, yes.

Q

Do you have any other notes of the conversation?

A

I didn't have many notes of the conversation because when I went to the house to

visit him I took a tape recorder .with me, because he wanted to make these changes and I wanted
to be certain that all of the changes they desired were on tape. And when we discussed the
changes that were to be made in the 1997 instrument, I had the tape recorder on, and that's the
reason I don't have very many notes with respect to the changes that he desires to make or that
they desired to make, because they were together.

"""

Q

At this meeting there was someone other than Mr. Gaymon?

A

Yes, Mrs. Gaymon was there.

Q

Okay. And those tapes are no longer available, is that correct?

A

No, because we didn't know we would need them, but we tape over them and erase

Q

Now if you'd look at Exhibit 1, please, P-1. Is that the 1997 will that you prepared?

A

That is the will that I redrafted for him.

Q

I want to direct your attention to the 5th article. It's on page 2. I'd like to go down

them.

to the last p!lfagraph where it says it is understood.
A

Uh-huh.

Q

Can you tell us how the word life estate got in there?
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A

Yes. The original will had some provision that Mrs. Gaymon would remain in the

house not to exceed, I believe, a year. It was either six months or a year. And she was
complaining that that was not an adequate time to give her, at the first meeting that I had with
them, for her to remain in the property. And so I said to them well then rather than to put two
years or three years, whatever, just leave the life estate; if we said life estate, well that would take
care of whatever period of time that she might have to remain after his demise.
Q

Well why didn't that leave her just with a life estate to the end of her life?

A

Well because the understanding that I had was that he was still desirous of this

property devolving to his children. He didn't want to change the gift of the residence totally to her,
but he wanted her to stay there until she could make some other arrangements. That's the reason
why the original will had the provision not to exceed a year in there.
1'1\

So I drafted this will with the idea of everybody being friendly, and I knew Mrs.
Gaymon and I knew him. So I thought that they would make arrangements for her to stay in there
""

the length of time that she needed to be there.
Q

Whose understanding is understood; who is supposed to understand?

A

Well, anyone who would read the will, because that's the language that he had

agreed to when I went there the first time to taJk about redrafting it.
Q

Did anybody have discretion under this clause?
MR. HARRIGAN: Are we getting into the parole evidence now, Your Honor?
THE COURT: I would certainly think so.

MR. SISSMAN: Okay.
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THE COURT: The objection is sustained.
MR. SISSMAN: May I make a proffer?
THE COURT: You may make a proffer, very well, here at the bench ifyou want,
but let's proceed with this ar~ at this point.
MR. SISSMAN: Okay.
BY MR. SISSMAN:
Q

In the first paragraph there's an interlineation.

A

In the first paragraph of the 5th.

Q

Yes, sir, 5th article. Can you read it for us, please?

A

Yes. And the mortgage remaining shall be paid by the remainder persons.

Q

How did that get into the will?

A

Well after I had drafted the will, and I had the person there, we had gone over it

with Bill and Mrs. Gaymon present.

-

f'l'i\

""'

.-m.'
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Q

Was that on another occasion?

A

That was on the day that the will was executed.

Q

And where was it executed?

A

At his home on Foxhall Road, or what's the name of it?

A

Fox Mill Road.

Q

Was that where the early meeting also had taken place?

A

The early meeting had also taken place there.

Q

And he was too ill to come to your office?

""
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A

Excuseme.

Q

He was too ill to come to your office?

A

He was too ill to come to the office, yes.

Q

You were saying you brought it back, and who is with you at the time of the

conversation when this interlineation went in?
A

Mrs. Pearson, the notary was with me. So it was Mrs. Pearson, Mrs. Gaymon, and

Q

And so if you'll tell us how it came about that that interlineation got into the will.

A

Well after- we were still awaiting witnesses to come, additional witnesses to come

me.

to execute the will, to publish it, and we went over it again word for word, as a matter of fact I
read it. And she indicated that the language still d~d not satisfy her where it said subject to any
encumbrances on the date of transfer. And so she wanted to make that clear, because I believe her
words were you know there's a mortgage on this property that has to be paid.
So I tried to point out to her that there was a life estate that had been created or
was being created in this will in her. But she said she would feel better if there was some
indication that she was not going to have to pay.

Q

Paywhat?

A

Pay the balance of the mortgage when she came into the life estate.

Q

What do you mean by the balance of the mortgage?

A

Whatever the balance was of the principal of the mortgage when she got ready to

leave the estate. And so I wrote that language there and I discussed it just briefly with them, as for
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them it would be and the mortgage remain shall be paid by the remainder persons, because it was
~

his son and daughter. And she was satisfied with that, and Bill said he was satisfied with that. And
so I had him to initial that, and then the will was ready for execution as written, for publication and
execution.
Q

Did you tell them anything about how this interlineated phrase was repetitive of

what else was in the will?
A

Well it was my opinion that MR. HARRIGAN: That's not the question.

BY MR. SISSMAN:
Q

What did you tell them?

A

What I told them at the time was that the language that we had initially put in there

was adequate to protect her and that when you have the life estate she could stay there in the
premises and all she had was the maintenance. And I recall that I said and the life tenant cannot
~

permit waste, so they have to take care of the property. That's what I said.
Q

Was there any discussion about the children paying off the balance of the mortgage?

A

No, I don't think we discussed the children paying off the mortgage except at the

time that she would move out of the property. Then it would be their responsibility to pay it.
MR. HARRIGAN: I object to this, Your Honor. I mean he asked him what he

discussed, and then he's relating his opinion and not what he discussed. If he didn't discuss it, he
didn't discuss it.
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THE COURT: Overruled. I think the implication is that there was no discussion
about the children paying off the mortgage prior to the time that your client moved out. I don't
understand why that's his opinion. You can cross-examine on that point. That's what I consider
the testimony to be.
The next question.
MR. SISSMAN: Thank you, Your Honor.
BY MR. SISSMAN:
Q
~

Did you ever have any discussion with the Gaymons at this time or any other time

that the children would be responsible for all ofMr. Gaymon's debts including the incumbrance on
the residential property?
A

"""

No. When I say no, except insofar as whatever was remained in the mortgage at

the time that that transfer would take place to her, when she gave up residence at the place and
moved. That's the only discussion we had.
Q

You mean at that point.

A

At that point, yes.

Q

Would they have to pay off the balance? Was that discussed?

A

Well that's the idea, that they would be paying the balance that was due on the

mortgage, the principal that was on it, that was due.
Q

The entire sum at that time?

A

Oh, yeah, well it was subject to the encumbrances. That's the way I had written it,

and subject to the encumbrances meant whatever was going to be there.
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Q

You mean they continued to pay the deed of trust notes?

A

Not the children.

Q

You mean after she left.

A

We talked about waste and the cost of maintaining the property. As a matter of

";

fact, when I explained waste to Mrs. Gaymon at that time, and to Bill who was sitting there, I
recall saying normal wear and tear, but the life tenant cannot come in and tear the building down if
you want to do some minor modifications, you want to change a window or something like that,
that's perfectly permissible. But the life tenant cannot destroy the estate. That was the discussion
,..,

that we had.
Q

How did you communicate the contents of the will to Mr. Gaymon at the meeting

we're talking about, that was on January 27, 1997, wasn't it?

"""

""'-·

A

Yes.

Q

That's what we've been talking about.

A

I recall now that I had several copies of the will, certainly a couple or three, maybe,

copies with me, and I gave him a copy even though he wasn't able to pick it up and read it, I read it
to him. I went over it paragraph by paragraph.
Q

He was not able to pick it up and read it?

A

Well he had it in his hand, but he really wasn't reading it.

Q

Okay. And so you read it paragraph by paragraph?

A

Yes.
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Q

Did you read the part, if you tum to article 4 which starts on the first page and goes

on over, that part talks about the Merrill Lynch cash management account?
A

Um-hmm.

Q

Did you read that part?

A

I read the entire will to him.

Q

When you mentioned the Merrill Lynch cash management account did either one of

them say that's been changed?
A

Not at that time, not to my knowledge, no.

Q

Did they at any other time?

A

No.

Q

Did Mrs. Gaymon say anything?

A

Not that I recall about that. There was some conversation going on between them,

some interchange that I didn't understand, and the Court should understand that.
Q

Okay. Now there is a difference between the 1990 will and the 1997 in really the

1998-1990 is different from the 1997 will is there's a reference to Templeton growth in those two

wills, and there's not in this one.
A

And the reason?

Q

Well, not the reason, but do you recall in either your first or second conversations

that you testified, do you have any present recollection of that being discussed?
A

I really don't recall them saying anything about the Templeton Fund.

Q

Okay.
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A

Whatever we had in this paragraph is exactly what was placed on tape, and my

secretary redrafted it listening to the tape, and that's what we put back in there.
Q

But if, for example, someone were to say that it was dropped out accidently, you

don't have anything to contradict that, do you?
A

I don't have anything to contradict that, no.

MR. SISSMAN: Court's indulgence, please.
THE COURT: Certainly.

BY :MR. SISSMAN:

Q

Did you have any discussions during either of the conversations with the Gaymons

how long Violeta would stay; it was longer than a year, right? She could stay longer than a year.
A

Well, initially we talked about six months when we did the 1990 will. Then we said

that's not enough, a year. And then one of the reasons for changing this was so that she would
have a longer period of time to be able to remain in the property. And so I figured rather than
~

saying two years, three years, let's just say life estate.
Q

What did you tell them the meaning of that was?

A

That it would give her a life estate for her life. But anytime she wanted to move

out, and they had the agreement, I thought I detected a degree of accommodation between the
members of the family and it was going to be one of those things that they decided when she was
going to move and that would be the end of it.
Q

Did you have any discussion with the fact that the children and Violeta Gaymon

needed to come to an agreement about this after his death?
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A

No, not really. Not really, I didn't. Well maybe we did say it, yes.
MR. HARRIGAN: Your Honor, I'm going to object to maybes.

THE WITNESS: Well it was up to her when she was going to move.
THE COURT: Excuse me, Mr. Roane.
THE WITNESS: Yes.
MR. HARRIGAN: I object to maybe something happened.

THE COURT: Sustained.
MR. SISSMAN: Okay.

BY MR. SISSMAN:

""\

Q

Do you recall a portion of the conversation on this point?

A

To the extent that we were talking about the length of time that she would be there.

Q

Yes.

A

Yes. I recall that conversation, and the reason for the change was to make it a life

estate because she didn't know how long she would want to be there. And so there would come a
time that she would leave the place, and so we made it a life estate that she could be there for
whatever time that she wanted to be there, until she was able to leave.

Q

Did you discuss whether it required concurrence of the Gaymon children?

A

No.

THE COURT: Cross, Mr. Harrigan?
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CROSS EXAMINATION
BY MR. HARRIGAN:
Q

Mr. Roane, you were called by Mrs. Gaymon in early 1997?

A

Yes.

Q

And you went out to the house some time after that and talked to Mr. Gaymon?

A

Yes.

Q

And he told you that he had made some substantial changes and he'd like to make a

new will, or words to that effect?
A

Yes, well I think Mrs. Gaymon really told me the purpose before that.

Q

But you talked to him, too.

A

Yes.

Q

And you took a tape recorder with you, and presumably you went over the old will.

Did you happen to have that?

A

Yes.

Q

And said, well, here's what we've got in the old one, what do you want changed?

A

That's correct.

Q

He's the one that told you what he wanted changed.

A

Yes.

Q

Now when you got down to the old will gave her a year she could have the

residence, if they were living there for a year, this will there was quite a bit of discussion about that
that may be too short a time?
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A

That's correct.

Q

And that it should be a longer period of time. You discuss this with Mr. Gaymon

too, and he agrees that that was too short a time?
A

Both of them were right together.

Q

Okay. After you finished discussing with them, you suggested and explained to

them that it ought to be changed to a life estate, that would solve the problem?

,.,

A

That's what I thought was the best solution to it.

Q

And you talked to him, and there wasn't any doubt that he wanted to have her to

have a life estate, was there?
A

Not in my mind.

Q

All right.

MR. SISSMAN: He just got into intent, Your Honor.
THE COURT: I beg your pardon, sir.

MR. SISSMAN: I object. He got into intent.
THE COURT: Sustained.

MR. HARRIGAN: Okay.
BY MR.. HARRIGAN:
Q

I'm asking what Mr. Gaymon said. Basically you told him that; what, did Mr.

Gaymon agree with that?
A

Heagreed.

Q

Then you explained it to him?
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A

Yes.

Q

Now another discussion came up and that was a discussion about who was to pay

the mortgages on the residence. Isn't that what the discussion was about?
A

Yes.

Q

And Mrs. Gaymon was concerned about her having to pay the mortgage, and she

didn't want to be stuck with the mortgage?
A

Exactly.

Q

And he didn't want her being stuck with the mortgage.

A

Yes.

Q

Is that right?
MR. SISSMAN: Objection, Your Honor. Same objection.
-

THE COURT: Sustained.
MR. HARRIGAN: All right.

BY MR. HARRIGAN:
Q

From your conversations with him, who did he say ought to pay the mortgage.

Strike that.
Did he say he wanted Mrs. Gaymon not to pay the mortgage?
A

He said that he didn't want her to have to pay the balance, because she mentioned

that the house had been mortgaged, would have a mortgage on it.

Q

Between 1990 and I 997 they put a couple big mortgages on the place, didn't they?
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A

I did not know. I did not check them. But this is what I was told. Mrs. Gaymon

said to him you know there's mortgages that are on this property, and I don't want to have to pay
off these mortgages on there.
Q

Did you know they fixed up the property, or Mr. Gaymon fixed up the property,

along with Mrs. Gaymon's helpt so Nicole could live downstairs? Did that subject come up?
A

That didn't come up.

Q

All right. But the subject came up that they'd placed some mortgages on that

property since the last will?
A

It was more or less between the two ofthem, that sort of discussion.

Q

And the discussion was that she wasn't going to have to pay the mortgage. Would

that mean the balance that was due on the house?
A

That was the balance that was to be due at the time that she gave up her life estate

Q

I took your deposition, didn't I?

A

Yes.

Q

Let me read to you.

in it.

MR. SISSMAN: Page, please.
MR. HARRIGAN: Page 18.
BY MR. HARRIGAN:
Q

You started out the question I believe they said that was one year, that was a

reference to what the old - what she'd have in the residence in the 1990 will?
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A

Yes.

Q

And your answer was okay I didn't remember whether it was six months or a year.

Then she wanted to change this so she wouldn't have a longer time. So she would have a longer
time. Then she indicated.
MR. SISSMAN: Objection, Your Honor.

:MR. HARRIGAN: Well let me finish.
MR. SISSMAN: Are you reading something?
MR. HARRIGAN: Yes, I'm going to read what his answer was.
MR. SISSMAN: I don't see a question like that on the page.

:MR. HARRIGAN: It's his answer and then it goes to another question and his

answer, that's where.
MR. SISSMAN: Oh, okay.
MR. HARRIGAN: Okay.

BY MR. HARRIGAN:

Q

And that she indicated that time that a mortgage had been placed on the house since

the 1990 thing and she wanted to be certain that she wasn't going to have to pay the mortgage.

"'

And the question was all right. And your answer was, meaning the balance that was due on the
house. And so I said well I think that is you know perfectly clear. But in order to satisfy Mrs.
Gaymon and to put in there what seemed to be their intent at the time the two of them discussed it,
I sat there and wrote this in: and the mortgage remaining shall be paid by the remainder person,
because there may have been a substantial mortgage left. Is that what you said?

App. 57
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A

That's what I said .
.MR. SISSMAN: Well, Your Honor, I object. I don't think that contradicts

anything he said.
BY MR. HARRIGAN:

Q

There wasn't any conversation about her moving out or not moving out of the

house, was there?
THE COURT: Excuse me, Mr. Harrigan. Do you want to respond to his

objection?
MR. HARRIGAN: I think he said that he inferred that the conversation was up to

the time that she moved out of the house, if she decided to move out of the house. And this
doesn't talk about in the deposition anything referring to when she moved out of the house. And
that's the inference he placed on his question there I think is different from what he said, and that's
my point.
MR. SISSMAN: I don't think it contradicts anything he said. I mean basically

what he said was - it seems to me what he just read says she didn't want to have to pay off the
balance of the mortgage once she got the life estate.
THE COURT: Let me see the transcript to clear it up.

MR. HARRIGAN: (Document handed to the Court.)
I think that's on page 18, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Thank you .

.MR. HARRIGAN: And it goes on to 19.

App. 58
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MR. SISSMAN: Your Honor, line 12 is what I would direct your attention to.
THE COURT: Line 12, page 19?
MR. SISSMAN: 18.
THE COUR~: All right, the objection is sustained. It's unclear to me that that

contradicts what this witness says now.
Go on, Mr. Harrigan. I'll follow up with some questions after you're finished.
MR. HARRIGAN: Okay.
BY MR. HARRIGAN:

-·

Q

You didn't know how much the mortgage was on the residence, right?

A

No.

Q

But there isn't any question this clause in the mortgage, that clause that you wrote

in, pertained to the mortgage on the Fox Mill residence?
A

That's correct.

Q

That was crystal clear, right?

A

That's correct.

Q

Now, you didn't know how many mortgages, whether there was one or two?

A

I did not.

Q

And so then you've just put it in in a general term with the intent to cover whatever

mortgages happened to be in there, is that right?
A

That's correct.
MR. SISSMAN: Object.

App. 59

GLENWOOD ROANE (Cross) (6/23/98, pp. 181-197]

.-.

BY MR. HARRIGAN:

Q

And you explained that to them?

A

Yes.

Q

And after you explained it to them, he initialed it?

A

He initialed it.

Q

Now he understood what you were talking about, didn't he?

"""'
MR. SISSMAN: Objection.
THE COURT: Sustained.
MR. HARRIGAN: All right.
BY MR. HARRIGAN:

Q

Was there any discussion about the Merrill Lynch CMA account?

A

No.

Q

The CMA account was to go to who?

A

I don't recall.

Q

Oh, you haven't read it?

A

I haven't got it.

Q

Okay. Whatever it says in there it says. all right?

A

Whatever it says.

Q

That's what he told you.
MR. SISSMAN: Objection, Your Honor. That's misleading. He already testified

that he didn't have a recollection ofit.

App.60

GLENWOOD ROANE (Cross) (6123/98, pp. 181-197)

THE COURT: Sustained.
BY MR. HARRIGAN:
Q

Was there any discussion about clause 1, that's pay all my just debts?

A

No.

Q

Did he ask you what that meant?

A

No.

Q

Did you tell him what it meant?

A

No.

Q

You didn't see him in 1996 at all, did you, Mr. Gaymon.

A

No, I didn't see him in 1996 I don't believe. No, I don't recall seeing him.

Q

And the time you went over and talked about the will and then what, did you come

back with the will that was done, you came twice?
A

That's correct.

Q

Okay. And that was the only times you saw him in 1997.

A

That's right, the two times.

Q

Two times. Went over and did your tape and then typed up the changes.

A

A week or ten days, whatever it was.

Q

And then you came back.
There was a reference to a bond in the 1990 will, and in the 1997 will it's not

referred to anymore.

App. 61
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MR. SISSMAN: Objection, Your Honor. That misstates the evidence. It indeed
referred to it and reflected the children. It mischaracterizes the evidence I believe is the fonnal
objection.
THE COURT; All right. Do you want to argue those objections too?
MR. HARRIGAN: Well, let me look at the will.
MR. SISSMAN: In the Sth article.
BY MR. HARRIGAN:
Q

In the other will you had it on one paragraph was taken out of the 1990 will. Do

you remember which one that was?
A

No, I do not.

Q

Well whatever was taken out, you take directly off of your tape, right?

A

Yes.

Q

Okay.
MR. HARRIGAN: That's all.
MR. SISSMAN: Your Honor, I'm going to claim surprise.
THE COURT: Well before you claim anything, let me ask a couple of questions of

Mr. Roane.
Mr. Roane, the questioning that dealt with this insertion of the language with regard
to the payment of the principal balance, was the concern discussed by Mr. Gaymon's wife that she
would be required to pay the principal when she moved out or was the concern that - well, let me
ju~

ask you was that expressed?
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THE WITNESS: That was expressed, Your Honor.
THE COURT: And it was that concern that led to the inclusion of the interlineated
language?
THE WITNESS: That's correct, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Was there a discussion with respect to whether she would make
principal payments before that time in tenns of the periodic payments that are required under a
typical mortgage note?
THE WITNESS: I recall telling her that she was responsible for the maintenance,
-

and I interpreted the maintenance that she understood, that the maintenance was the periodic care
of the property so long as she was there. But I also explained that when she left she would not
have to pay the principal because the property was encumbered by the mortgage.
So she said she'd feel better if that was taken out and that we would put in there
something to say that she is not going to be responsible for that mortgage.
THE COURT: Was it explicitly discussed that she would pay the principal
payments up until the time she left?
THE WITNESS: I've never said to her at that time that you are going to have to
pay the monthly notes which would include principal, interest, taxes and insurance. No, I did not
explain it.
THE COURT: And that was simply something that was never discussed?
THE WITNESS: Exactly.
THE COURT: All right. Thank you.

App. 63

GLENWOOD ROANE (Cross) (6/23/98, pp.IBI-197

What is your surprise, sir?
MR. SISSMAN: Yes. Do you want me to proffer it?

THE COURT: I'll hear you if there's an objection on it.

MR.

SISS~:

My claim of surprise, I think I can impeach and also lead, ifi

claim surprise. Surprise, when I proffer what I want to ask him about is that Mr. Roane met with
Ms. Bullock and myself in late May, and we discussed that clause of the will where life estate is

mentioned, where it says it is understood, and at that time he told us that he told them that that
would be discretionary with the Gaymon children, and the agreement that he was talking about had
"""

he worked out with the Gaymon children. And I want to ask him about that. And to the extent
that he has contradicted that, I want to ask him about it.

THE COURT: You can get into that on redirect.

MR. SISSMAN: Yes.
GLENWOOD ROANE (Redirect) (6123/98 pp. 197-247]
REDIRECT EXAMINATION

BY MR. SISSMAN:

Q

Do you recall coming to -- you were kind enough to meet with -MR. HARRIGAN: Is he trying to impeach his own witness? I don't know how he

can claim surprise. I mean he was at the deposition where Roane gave all these answers.
MR. SISSMAN: He did, and there's nothing in the deposition where he said that it

was to be you know about the life estate was a mandatory versus a precatory life estate, but he did
~ay

to Ms. Pollack and myself that it was to be a precatory life estate.

App. 64
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THE COURT: Well, you're not going to testify in this case.
MR. SISSMAN: No, but I'm going to ask him about the conversation, and once I
ask him he may remember that the conversation took place, and then I don't know what else he'll
""'

say, but I think because I claim surprise that I'm entitled to go into that.
THE COURT: Mr. Harrigan.
MR. HARRIGAN: Well, Your Honor, in the deposition there's another reference
to life estate in one of them on page 19, and we talked about line 8. And the change in the 5th is
what gave her life estate, right? Answer: That's essentially what I thought he wanted to do.
MR. SISSMAN: Which page?

-·

MR. HARRIGAN: Page 19.
THE COURT: What line?
MR. HARRIGAN: Starting at line 8 through 11.
And then the next question, versus the 1990 will which gave her one year. Answer:
Yeah.
And then you go down to 20. There wasn't any doubt that he wanted her to have a
life estate, is there? And he said they were there together. Then it goes on to say and even
thought she was asked, you know, and insisted more than he was you know, but she wanted it
changed because one year, you know. And I had thought about it, while it's a very short period of
time you know for somebody to move from a place, and that's what they said they wanted to do.
So I wrote it in in a fashion; he initialed it.

App.65
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Is there any further discussion with him at that point about the clause that you can

"""

recollect? Not that I can recall.
So I don't know whether it's a surprise that he said that's what the man told me to

"""

do.
MR.. SISSMAN: Your Honor, that's not inconsistent with the conversation that he

had with Ms. Pollack and myself. I didn't feel the need to go into it then because I didn't think it
was contradictory. Because there's no question, I mean here's what he said, and no we don't have
any quarrel with it at this point is he said that it was originally one year and that Violeta Gaymon
"""'

was concerned that she be given more than one year.
And the way he handled it is you know you can debate whether it's going to be one
year, eighteen months, and so on, and he will testify, I proffer, that the way he handled that was,
and it was really his idea, to use the life estate vehicle, not theirs. To put in a life estate, and then
he specifically said -THE COURT: Did this conversation take place before or after his deposition?

MR.. SISSMAN: Before.
THE COURT: Right. I'm not going to let you get into that discussion. You had

the opportunity to deal with it at the deposition.
MR.. SISSMAN: But it's not contradictory, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Nevertheless, you could have explored this entire area, sir, and

what you assume to be the case, you're really putting this witness in the position ofbeing asked
about conversations outside this courtroom that this Court can't evaluate.

App. 66

GLENWOOD ROANE (Redirect) [6/l3/98 pp. 197-247)
MR. SISSMAN: Well what I wanted -let me try it this way and see if it meets

Your Honor's ruling.
BYMR. SISSMAN:

Q

Did you have a discussion with the Roanes, with the Gaymons, about negotiation

between the children and Violeta Gaymon over the length that she would live there?

'""""

A

Not that I had a discussion about negotiations with her, no.

Q

Well, let me ask you this. Was there any discussion with the Gaymons at the time,

either of the two meetings around the 1997 will, that she would remain there permanently?
"""

A

No.

Q

Was there any discussion that she wouldn't remain there permanently?

A

No.

Q

Was there anything else discussed- who initiated the life estate language?

A

I initiated it.

Q

Okay.

A

I prepared it.

Q

And why did you do that?

A

Because that was the main purpose of, one of the main reasons that he had

indicated that he wanted to change this, because there wasn't an adequate period of time for her to
leave the premises and to vacate after his demise. He wanted to provide some more time. Both of
them wanted that.

Q

Okay.

App. 67
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A

And so in answer to the Judge's question that there was specific discussion about

who pays principal, interest, taxes and insurance, no, I never discussed that with them in that
fashion, that you will have to pay principal, interest, taxes and insurance prior to doing that. I had
"'"'

gone there with the will written as you see it here, except for this, and the mortgage remaining
shall be paid by the remainder persons. It was done after discussion that took place at the time that
I was there to execute the will.

Q

And she was concerned that when she left that she would have to pay off the

balance of the mortgage. Like if there's $80,000 on the mortgage, she'd have to come up with
At\

$80,000.

A

Whatever there was I didn't know.

Q

So you obviously discussed MR. HARRIGAN: Your Honor, he's leading now and it's his witness.
THE COURT: Sustained.

MR. SISSMAN: Okay.

BY MR. SISSMAN:

Q

Was there a discussion then about her leaving the property?

A

At some time in the future, yes, but that was their discussion that they were having

between them; that was the whole reason for this change, that she wanted some additional time to
be there. One year wasn't going to acquire her sufficient time.

Q

Okay.
MR. SISSMAN: Your indulgence, Your Honor.

App. 68
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THE COURT: Yes, sir.

With regard to the other matter that is going to be heard today, if you all would like
to leave at this juncture you may, and come back at 4:00 o'clock. I'm confident we won't get to it
"""

before then.
.MR. SISSMAN: Thank you, Your Honor.
THE COURT: So I'll leave that up to you whether you want to stay or not.

'~

.MR. SISSMAN: So we're excused for one hour?
THE COURT: No .

.MR. SISSMAN: Oh, I'm sony.
THE COURT: No, it's the folks in the back of the courtroom who were asked to

report here at 3:00.
.MR. SISSMAN: I thought you were telling us to be out.
THE COURT: No, we might take a break.

BY.MR. SISSMAN:

Q

Once the will is drafted did you go back and listen to the tape recorder yourself to

compare it against what was in the will?
A

I don't believe I did.

Q

Okay.
.MR. SISSMAN: One moment, Your Honor. That was all I have, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Mr. Roane, you may step down, sir.
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THE WITNESS: Thank you. Your Honor, am I excused to leave? Do you need
me again?
THE COURT: I'm not sure. We have bifurcated this hearing in such a way that
~

you may be required to testify after some rulings that I make.
Is Mr. Roane a potential witness?
:MR. SISSMAN: No, Your Honor.
:MR. HARRIGAN: If he could leave me his phone.
MR. SISSMAN: Yes, I guess I take the same position.

MR. HARRIGAN: How long would it take you to get here if we phoned you?

THE WITNESS: Fifteen minutes if there's no traffic. I live in Vienna.

•••
DISCUSSION WITH THE COURT AND RULING
(6/24/98 a.m., pp. 12line 22-14, line 11]
THE COURT: Well, let me say to both of you, overnight after reviewing some of

your authorities that you furnished in your trial memoranda, I guess under the heading of "often
wrong but never in doubt," I think there's a different rule than I enunciated to you with regard to
how to evaluate the will issue.
This, of course, is not the will issue, and indeed, as I view that and will get to it in
oral argument, that even the circumstances surrounding the execution of the will don't come in
unlike contracts. And, indeed, in the first instance, I'm simply going to have to look at the
language itself

App. 70

DISCUSSION WITH THE COURT AND RULING
(6/24/98 a.m., pp. 12line 22-14, line 11]

Having allowed Mr. Sissman to put on facts and circumstances but not intent, it
seems to me appropriate to allow Mr. Harrigan to do the same.
Although when we get to that threshold question with respect to the will, subject to
your arguments, my inclination is to look only at the language and then to determine whether more
evidence can come in under facts and circumstances.
Most of that will have already come in at that point, but perhaps intention evidence
may also come in at that juncture.
Here, we're talking about something different. We're no talking about facts and
circumstances surrounding a will. I gather we are talking about what the parties' intentions were
when they, I guess -- or what the testator's intentions were when he signed that document, the
""""

Merrill Lynch docul!lent.

***
VIOLETA GAYMON (Cross) (6/24/98 a.m., pp. 41-48)
A

Yes.

Q

Okay, thank you.
Now-

A

We were talking about MR. HARRIGAN: There is no question pending.
THE COURT: No question pending.

BY MR. SISSMAN:

App. 71
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Q

Now, it is your contention that it was up to the Gaymon children, Victor and

Nicole, as to whether they paid the mortgage in a lump sum or monthly?
A

Alumpsum.

Q

It was just a lump sum?

A

Yes.

Q

It wasn't their choice?

A

If they want to make it monthly, it's up to them. But the will says they have to pay

it in a lump sum.
Q

That's what the will says?

A

Yes.
THE COURT: I'm sorry. I didn't understand what you said. The will says what,

ma'am?
THE WITNESS: The will says his children should pay the mortgage.
THE COURT: All right. Thank you.

BY MR. SISSMAN:
Q

And you said in a lump sum. It also says that?

A

I think this is my interpretation.

Q

But does it say that in the will?
MR. HARRIGAN: The will says what it says.
THE COURT: Sustained.

THE WITNESS: I said what it said.

App. 72

VIOLETA GAYMON (Cross) (6/24/98 a.m., pp. 41-48)
BY MR. SISSMAN:
Q

I'm going to direct your attention to Page 105, Line 19. I'm sorry. Let's start at

Page 103, Line 119- Sorry. Make it- This is Line 15 ofPage 103.

"In a discussi~n at the will signing" - I'm directing you to your deposition
testimony when we took your deposition.
A

Okay.

Q

Did this occur? "In the discussion at the will signing, was it that the mortgages

I!'!'\

were to be paid off immediately or were they to be paid off as they went along?"
Answer: "There has not been discussions, but the understanding was that they
would be paid in a lump sum."
A

Yes.

Q

"Whose understanding?"

A

Bill's and mine.

Q

No, no. I'm still reading.

A

Oh, I'm sorry.

Q

"Who's understanding?"
Answer: "The way it is written."
Question: "That's how you read the will?"
Answer: "No. This is the way Bill was understanding it."
Question: "How do you know that?"
Answer: "He was always saying that."

App. 73
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Question: "Well, can you give me a time when he said that? I mean, did he say it
the day that the will was signed?''
Answer: "I don't recall. I really don't recall. No. He said just that they had to pay
the mortgage because I have paid enough. We have paid $177,000 for the construction of the
house."
Question: "But did he ever say to you that they should have to pay off the
mortgage right away in a lump sum, or was it supposed to be paid as it matured?"
Answer: "It was not said, neither one."
Question: "There was no conversation about that ever that you're aware ofl"
Answer: "No. In that time when he signed the will."
Question: "How about at any other time?"
Answer: "I don't recall. I'm sorry. I don't recall."
MR. HARRIGAN: Read the rest of it.

BY MR. SISSMAN:
Q

"But the understanding was that they would pay a lump sum."
Question: "You keep telling me that."
Answer: "Yes. But they're" MR. HARRIGAN: I object. He's leaving out things.

MR. SISSMAN: You just told me to go - Well, okay, tell me where I left Excuse me, Your Honor. I apologize.
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MR. HARRIGAN: When you said "I don't recall, I'm sony, I don't recall," you left
out what the understanding was that they would pay a lump sum.
MR. SISSMAN: I thought I said that.
MR. HARRIGAN: No.

MR. SISSMAN: Okay. Let me go back and try again, Your Honor.
MR. HARRIGAN: Well, I don't understand his point. He's just reading the
deposition here, Your Honor, andMR. SISSMAN: I stopped, and he said read - read - go on. I tried to go on, and
apparently I didn't do it to his satisfaction. If he wants me to stop THE COURT: The objection is overruled. You may choose what portions of the

deposition you wish. In redirect, Mr. Harrigan may then fill in if he believes that what has been
added mischaracterizes the testimony of the witness in an attempt to impeach, or he may -- I'll
leave it at that.
MR. SISSMAN: Mr. Harrigan, I'm skipping down to Line 9 ofPage 105. I'm

f!'!t,

sony. It's line 10.
BYMR; SISSMAN:
Q

Question: "And what can you point to that would show us that it really was his

understanding other than your telling us that?"
"Mr. Harrigan: 'The will?'"

"The Witness: 'The will, yes."'
"Anything else?"

App. 75
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And I'm skipping what Mr. Gaymon said.
"The Witness: 'It's up to them whether to pay a lump sum or pay monthly. It's their
choice."'
Okay. Did th~t exchange take place?
A

Yes.
MR. SISSMAN: Judge, the two things that I quoted, I'm alsoTHE COURT: There is no objection at this point, sir. Next question.
MR. SISSMAN: Well, I want to-THE COURT: Next question.
MR. SISSMAN: I want to offer it as substantive evidence as well as impeachment,

because-

'THE COURT: Well, not at this juncture. This is Mr. Harrigan's case, sir.
MR. SISSMAN: Okay.
BY MR. SISSMAN:

Q

Did you -- From what funds were the children to pay off the mortgage in a lump

A

This was not discussed. It was up to them.

Q

Okay.

A

But I remember the first time and only time when Bill talked about the will -

Q

Well, was it discussed or wasn't it?

A

It was discussed in '93.

sum?
;!1!:\
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Q

Okay.

A

It was the first will, not the last will. He told to Victor -

Q

I'm not-

A

He told to Victor that he has- they have to pay. If they don~ have money, they

have to sell one of the houses in Philadelphia and pay the mortgage for Fox Mill Road.

Q

That's how they would pay?

A

Yes.

Q

Now, in April of 1995, Mr. Gaymon initialed a sales listing for the house or a

contract; is that correct?
A

Yes.

Q

And when I say "the house," I mean one of the two properties in Philadelphia.

A

Yes.

Q

Is it the Clivedale Avenue property?

A

Yes.

Q

And you were involved in that?

A

I did not have been involved. It's his

•••
DISCUSSION WITH THE COURT (6/24/98, pp. 88, line 16-90, line 10]

THE COURT: Mr. Sissman, please proceed.
MR. SISSMAN: Thank you, Your Honor.

App. 77
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I thought I would take about three to five minutes and first go through the exhibits
and tell you --just make a comment on each of our exhibits.
P-1 is the 1997 will.

P-2 is a note ~om the lawyer which we talked about where he - once again, for the
1997 will. These are notes he took explaining that the marital agreement was being incorporated

and the purpose of it was to freeze assets. I don't know if that comes in under your theory or not
at this point, but that was part of the drafting process.
THE COURT: No. And so it's clear - I hope I was clear before - the argument

with respect to the life estate issue is to be dealt with strictly within the four comers of the
document at this point.
What I indicated earlier today was that if after reviewing the authorities that you
furnished, it seems to me that that is the appropriate approach.
We have received a lot of evidence with respect to the circumstances surrounding
the making of the will which, after looking at those cases, really is apparently viewed by the
Supreme Court of Virginia as a form of parole evidence, and I'm not going to consider it at this
juncture.
MR. SISSMAN: On the life estate?
1HE COURT: On the life estate issue. Yes, sir.

MR. SISSMAN: So, I won't argue Mr. Rowan's testimony on that.
THE COURT: I bet your pardon?
MR. SISSMAN: I won't argue Mr. Rowan's testimony on that.
I

App. 78
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THE COURT: No. I'm not going to consider it at all.

***
ARGUMENT [6/24/98 a.m., pp. 130, line 19-152, line 1

The life estate, you have said, and that's the third issue, the life estate you've talked
about you're going to just look at the four comers of the document.
THE COURT: That's right.
MR. SISSMAN: Well, the life estate, Article V, second page of the will, now, I
think one way of getting the sense of it is to look at the will before and after the interlineation.
So, I'm going to hand you a copy of the will THE COURT: Well, that's not the way we do it. We look at it with the
interlineation. We look at the four comers of the document, period, at this point.
MR. SISSMAN: Well, what I was going to do is then see if the interlineation
changed anything as far as the life estate goes.
THE COURT: All right. So, this is a demonstrative aid again?
MR. SISSMAN: Yes.
THE COURT: All right.
MR. SISSMAN: What does this do? Okay. First, he clearly gives and bequeaths- those are the words he used, "give and bequeath" -- he gives and bequeaths the Fox Mill Road
property to the children. I mean, there's no question. It wasn't like "I think" or "I understand."
It's "I give."
THE COURT: It's a transitive verb.
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MR. SISSMAN: Yes.
Now, there's a- When he uses the passive- Down in the bottom paragraph, it is
understood that she's living there and she would have a life estate. Well, what does the case law
say on it?
The case law says if you give something in a will and you do something else with it,
you have to use language that is equally as strong. So, that would be the first thing.
The second thing -TilE COURT: But, ultimately, the final test - is it not, Mr. Sissman? - and this is
critical to this question, so this is a particularly important question - is in the final analysis, the
Court has to determine the intention of the testator from all the language used.
MR. SISSMAN: Yes, sir.

1HE COURT: And while one of the rules may well be that the use of what I'd call
a transitive verb of bequeathing is critical, that is not necessarily determinative.
MR. SISSMAN: I think that there are a number of rules of construction.
1HE COURT: Right. And that's what I'm suggesting, that this is a rule of
construction, and I think a very serious one in the context of this case. But it is that.
It is a rule of construction as opposed to a litmus test that, in other words, no

transitive verb of bequeathment, therefore there could not be a life estate.
MR. SISSMAN: I think that's correct. However, there are a number of rules of
construction which say that this is a 1HE COURT: Precatory life estate.
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:MR. SISSMAN: -precatory life estate.

The second rule of construction-- you know, I have a cases here ifyou want them- but the second rule of construction is -- and Mr. Harrigan alluded to it, and I think he's correct
f'l!',

-is if it directs the executor to do something, it's more likely to be seen as mandatory.
If it directs the legatees to do something, it's more likely to beTHE COURT: What makes this language-- What differentiates it from a direction

to a legatee or a direction to an executor? It seems to me that at best it's neutral and that you
really can't tell.
~

:MR. SISSMAN: I think that's correct. I think you can't tell. But I think what the

argument there is ifyou look at the interlineation, the interlineation is clearly to the legatees. Let
me give you a copy of the interlineation.
THE COURT: No. I have it here. I'm looking at it right now.
:MR. SISSMAN: Do you have the interlineated copy?
THE COURT: Yes, sir.
MR. SISSMAN: Okay. That is a direct direction to the legatees.
THE COURT: That the mortgage be paid; right?

:MR. SISSMAN: Right. Now, it still may be neutral.
THE COURT: I'm sorry. Say that again.

MR. SISSMAN: That still may leave the "is understood" paragraph to be neutral.
But the primary case that we're looking at and the reason that- which I think governs this case
and it's very close on the facts --
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THE COURT: Well, let me just - Is this a case from another jurisdiction?
:MR. SISSMAN: No. It's a Virginia case.

In this case, the executor used the words "it is my understanding." So, if anything,
"""

that's a stronger statement of intention than this which says it is understood. We don't know who's
doing the understanding here.
THE COURT: All right.
MR. SISSMAN: I mean, it's understood the legatees understand it, or my wife

understands it, or I understand it, but """'

THE COURT: It doesn't make much sense, though, to be conjecturing what other
people understand, though. That doesn't really make much sense, does it?
:MR. SISSMAN: Well, but the point is, under the Carson case, that we know who

understood it. It was the testator.
THE COURT: All right.
MR. SISSMAN: So, I mean, I think our case- The Carson case is really stronger

in that than our case.
THE COURT: I'll tell you. It seems to me that this is what Mr. Gaymon's
understanding is -MR. SISSMAN: So, it's my understanding. Well, I mean, the Carson case still

requires result. What he said in there, and I quoted the language on Page 8 of the brief, is he said
he gave and bequeathed -- "I give and devise" -- to his daughters his house.
THE COURT: With the understanding that?
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MR. SISSMAN: With the understanding that each of my said daughters will
occupy one of the apartments and rent the other apartment and use the rent for the upkeep of the
property-THE COURT: All right. That was the case I was focusing on from your brief: and
I mistakenly said it was from another jurisdiction.
Does that case make reference to a life estate as is the case here?
MR. SISSMAN: No. It makes reference to an estate for years. This is what they
get and it says THE COURT: Does the word "estate" appear there?
MR. SISSMAN: The word "estate" doesn't appear there, but it says they're
supposed to do this and, you know, thatTHE COURT: But isn't that the difference that -- In other words, for there to be an

estate, there has to, in effect, be a bequeathment ifl'm using the right terminology. Whereas, if it's
precatory, it's simply a wish that the legatees do something.
MR. SISSMAN: That'sTHE COURT: But once you use the word "estate," doesn't that necessarily imply

that there is a bequeathment of an estate in real property at this time?
MR. SISSMAN: No.
THE COURT: Well-

MR. SISSMAN: I mean, because-
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THE COURT: But in any event, this case that you've just cited doesn't have that
added dimension that this case does -- that is, the reference to an estate.
MR. SISSMAN: No. But it would be the same in this case - Whatever the answer
is, it would be the same in this case if it said it's my understanding that she would be allowed to live
there for the term - until she dies. That would be the same thing, and it wouldn't change the
result.

THE COURT: It wouldn't change it, I guess, by your argument if she said it's my
understanding that she shall have a life estate. .
~

MR. SISSMAN: I mean, there's no difference.
THE COURT: Well, I'm not so sure about that.

MR. SISSMAN: Well, I mean, the question is does the word "life estate"-- I
mean, for example, he could have put in "precatory life estate."
THE COURT: Well, that's a-- But once you add "precatory life estate," what

you're really saying is it's not an estate. That's what the effect of the word "precatory" is as you've
been using it.
MR. SISSMAN: WellTHE COURT: It's not an estate in land. A life estate is.

MR. SISSMAN: I think what - If he had said here in the Carson case, instead of
"with the understanding," he had said "I give and bequeath the occupancy of one of the apartments
and the rental income of the other apartment" -THE COURT: Subject to a life estate on the wife?
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MR. SISSMAN: Well, if you had said those words "until the child reaches" you
A

know, "the youngest of the daughters reaches 16 years, .. that would-- he would be giving them an
estate. It would be an estate for years.
I mean, it's no ~ifferent than if he said, I give them an estate for years. I mean, the
word "estate" doesn't have any magical quality to it. That's the question. Is there a case that gives
it a magical quality?
THE COURT: Or not.

MR. SISSMAN: Well, if you think so, then that's the answer. But here's what the
,.,

Supreme Court ofVrrginia said. I mean, their reasons didn't tum on it. I have a little chart in my
brief on Page 9. I see you read the brief, and I appreciate that.
THE COURT: No, no. I've read portions of it, so go ahead.

MR. SISSMAN: Well, my view of the language when I wrote this thing subject to
the law is what the Court says it is THE COURT: Well, or what an appellate court says it is.

But the point, though, that I really obviously place some attachment to and you
don't is the fact that an estate is specifically referred to by the testator -- that is, a life estate. And
it seems to me that that goes a long way to indicating what his intention was.
And the case that you've referred to ·me
-I have not read the case- but on the basis of the squib that you've cited, which would certainly
appear to be the relevant portion, makes it clear that there was no direct language to a life estate or
an. estate for years in that case.
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MR. SISSMAN: Let me grab the case. That's not how the Supreme Court of
Virginia decided it. I mean, actually, I don't know if an estate was used in another part of it. But
their analysis - I mean, they could have said -~

THE COURT: So, did they go back to the original issue that we discussed that

there has to be an actual bequeathment?
MR. SISSMAN: Let me glance at the case. Let me pass it up just so you'll have it,

may I?
THE COURT: Sure.

(Whereupon, the document was tendered to the Court.)
MR. SISSMAN: See, what happened in this case, Your Honor, is that in another

paragraph he knew how to do it, and it contrasts him.
THE COURT: It's Headnote 1 that you want me to --

MR. SISSMAN: Well, if you look at Headnote 3, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Well, aren't they differentiating the fact-- or differentiating

Paragraphs 2 and 3 of the will in this case- that is, the Carson versus Simmons case- in that in
Paragraph 3 the testator indicated that it would be a charge on the property?
MR. SISSMAN: Right.
THE COURT: And in Paragraph 2, it did not?

MR. SISSMAN: That's correct. That's one of the distinctions.
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THE COURT: But here, isn't charging the property functionally equivalent to the
reference to an estate? So, by virtue of the use of the word "estate, .. it is analogous to saying it
will be a charge on the property.

MR. SISSMAN: I think -THE COURT: That seems, to me, the logic of this opinion or, at least, the portion
I have just read.
MR. SISSMAN: Well, I think it says- It also goes on to contrast it saying that

there's no language in there as what happens if you don't do it?
I mean, if you take all of these rules of construction, it isn't a question that he gave
them the fee; okay? And they said it's understood.
And the onJy case that we have that I think is close says when you say 11 1
understand, 11 you look at some other factors, and what you get is it's my understanding.
And you think that the word 11 life estate.. takes it out of that, and I respectfully
disagree. I mean, I don't --

THE COURT: I appreciate that. It's contrary to some of my other comments
about other arguments made here. It is, I think, certainly a very responsible argument.
But the question is what is the significance of a reference to the use ofthe word
"estate," and is there law that addresses that question that you found? I suppose that's the bottom
line.

MR. SISSMAN: Well, the Carson case is - I mean, there are - Let me see what
els~

I said. I suppose it's cheating to quote Sissman on wills.
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THE COURT: Sissman on Sissman.
I'll'>

--

MR. SISSMAN: Right.
No. I think Carson is about as close as I was able to come. And, you know, the -THE COURT: All right. Do you want to address the question, then, assuming this
Court finds a life estate was intended, nevertheless how the Court ought to interpret -- whether the
Court can interpret from the four comers of the document what was intended with regard to the
mortgage?
MR. SISSMAN: Well, I think the short answer is I don't know whether you can or

"""'

not.
THE COURT: So, is it your argument that the Court cannot reach a logical
construction of this language?
MR~ SISSMAN: The logical construction-

THE COURT: If that's your argument, then I'll hear from Mr. Harrigan if you don't
have anything to say on the point.
MR. SISSMAN: I think it's repetitive of what was already said in there.
THE COURT: In other words, you equate the language 11Subject to any
encumbrances.. to 11 Shall be paid by the remainder persons 11 ?
MR. SISSMAN: Yes. I mean, here's-- Or another way of coming at it, Judge, is--

THE COURT: Doesn't the word 11 remainder persons, .. incidentally, also necessarily
imply life estate?
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MR. SISSMAN: But it can be-- You can have- It seems to me you can have

remainder persons with a precatory life estate, too.
THE COURT: How?
MR. SISSMAN: Well, there's nothing in here- There's no reason that he couldn't

say I give a precatory life estate to "X." He could have said that.
THE COURT: All a precatory life estate is it's simply a wish that someone do
something.
MR. SISSMAN: Right.
THE COURT: So, there's no estate that's created by a precatory life estate.
MR. SISSMAN: He didn't create an estate, because he didn't use words of

conveyance.
THE COURT: I understand that argument, but MR. SISSMAN: So, but you could say, I give and convey a precatory life estate or
a life estate at the discretion of, you know, the Gaymon children.
THE COURT: Which means he doesn't convey anything.
MR. SISSMAN: No. He conveys something. It's just that it's at their discretion.
THE COURT: Well, it's a wish.
MR. SISSMAN: Yes. Well, it's my understanding-

THE COURT: And unenforceable.
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:MR. SISSMAN: It's unenforceable, but there's a case - I don't know what cite it

is, but one of the cases that I certainly read-- which said even though it's precatory, it's not
without meaning.
In other word~, just because it's precatory, doesn't - it might be the Carson case

that said that - doesn't mean it's not important. It may be what he wanted, but, you know, he left
the discretion somewhere else.
So, the question is, you know, and I postulate you could say, I give a life estate
precatory, I give a life estate at discretion.
THE COURT: Assume for purposes of argument MR. SISSMAN: Yes.

THE COURT: --the Court finds the life estate was given to Mrs. Gaymon.
:MR.- SISSMAN: Okay.

THE COURT: The question then becomes what does the will mean if you have an
""'

interpretation with regard to the responsibilities for the payment of the mortgage?
MR. SISSMAN: Well, one of the things that you sort of- which I think the

Carson case again addresses is that clearly is a direction to the legatees. So, number one, under
the rule of construction, that's going to be precatory because it's not a command. It's the
executor's direction to the legatees.
Number two is, and I'll come at it in this way, what if they don't pay? What
happens? It's not charged to the property. He didn't charge the property. You can't do that in a
will.
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THE COURT: So, then your position would be you fall back to the normal

responsibilities of a life tenant and the remainderman?
MR. SISSMAN: Yes. Otherwise -- I mean, he could have done that. I mean, he
'::'

could have made it conditional. He could have said, you know, if they don't do it, they forfeit the
estate or they forfeit some other - I mean, he could have done all that.
He didn't do it, and the Carson case stands for that proposition. That's what this
guy did in clause number three. And so, I think as a matter oflaw, you can look at that and say,
what do you have?
Well, the real question in my will is could I have it enforceable in there that I leave
my property or my house to my wife and the mortgage shall be paid by Judge Vieregg? You
know, what obligations does Judge Vieregg have? I think they would be somewhat limited.
THE COURT: I would think so for a number of very practical reasons probably as
well.
MR. SISSMAN: And I think that you can't do that in a will. Unless they accept
the obligation, you can't give it to them. And so I think its clear they don't accept the obligation.
So, that means, looking at the phrase, I think you can read it out, because it's
unenforceable.
THE COURT: Do you agree, Mr. Sissman, that because this Paragraph 5 indicates
that the devise, whatever it is in Paragraph 5, is subject to any encumbrances, that that takes
precedence over the payment of debts? Because it seems to me -
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MR. SISSMAN: Oh, yes. Yes. I mean, that argument, I always thought, was to
be admired for its novelness rather than its substance.
THE COURT: But you've got a general proposition that's been modified by
~

specific language related to a .specific asset.
MR. SISSMAN: Well, not only that but - That's number one. Number two is that
that's standard boilerplate that all these guys that talk like that talk about. And the real question is,
is it a just debt of the estate?
It seems to me it's a just debt - I mean, it's not a debt of the estate, because it's not

~

due until it's due. But, I mean, the point is it's just a matter of common practice.
I mean, I believe maybe the gamer act, you know, the banks can't require you to
pay offjust because somebody dies. I mean, it's subject to it, and that's just the way the world
works.

And that clause is in lots of wills, and it doesn't mean that. But I think your

reason is even better and it's probably stronger, because you're supposed to give sort of meaning to
what it says.
So, I will not address - Actually, it took me about an hour to get around to
answering the last question which was can I do it from the four comers of the document? And the
answer is yes, because it's not enforceable.
THE COURT: We'll take a break for lunch at this point and return at five of.
Mr. Harrigan, I'll hear your argument at that point.

***
ARGUMENT [6/24/98 p.m. pp. 181-195]
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$4,000.

Getting to the fifth, on the face of the instrument, I just -- on life
estate, no particular words are necessary to create a life estate and Harrison on Wills
All>\

says that time and time again and the cases say that. But you look at it and say, well,
sitting in the shoes of the testator, what did he give her? And here it's very clear he
says at the time of my demise, she would have a life estate in the same for the remainder

~

·-

of her life.
They say that's precatory and somehow or other doesn't mean anything. Precatory words

,...,

to the administrator are words of command and not really wish. That's the way he treats them.
And we've got the authority. That's what, 18?
THE COURT: I'm sorry, Mr.Harrigan, what are you referring to?
MR. HARRIGAN: I'm referring to the life estate said it is understood and they say, well,

that's precatory and somehow or another she doesn't get a life estate.
THE COURT: I'm sorry, I thought you were referring to a particular statute or-MR. HARRIGAN: Yes, I was, but I didn't find it. She's looking for it. I was looking for

Harrison on Wills, that, basically, that's what it says. Precatory words directed to the executor are
treated as words of command and not wishes. And I'll give you the section if she would hurry up.
THE COURT: I'm sure they're in your brief, aren't they?
MR. HARRIGAN: Yes.

THE COURT: Let me ask you then, what is the criterion for determining whether
particular words are addressed to the legatee of the executor?
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MR. HARRIGAN: I guess you would glean that from the will. The executor is the one
that's supposed to be administering this will.
THE COURT: So, in other words, your argument would effectively be it's a direction to
l"i"'l

the executor unless it's clearly one that is -MR. HARRIGAN: Sure.
THE COURT: - directed to the legatee. All right.

~

·-

MR. HARRIGAN: I believe it's directed to- this is clearly directed to the executor where

it says on 332 in Harrison, precatory words are sufficient to create a fee simple. That's if the
,.,.,

testator uses such words as I desire my property to be given to A or I wish A to have my property
or I hope that such a disposition will be made of my property. In all such cases unless controlled
by the context, such words are generally equivalent to commands.
And then in this case there's nothing else that refers to that that would take it out of that
kind of a rule, I believe.
THE COURT: All right. I understand your position.
MR. HARRIGAN: All right. Remaining issue; and the mortgage remaining shall be paid
by the remaining persons. We don't think extrinsic evidence is necessary on that. I think it says
what it says.
Now, where the problem comes in is suppose - we have cases in here that say
where the legatees take this and start making payments and they accept the bequest, then they're
bound by it. The evidence in this case is that they started making payments on the mortgage and
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sometime later on they refused and then she started picking up the payments on the mortgage. We
think they fall into that category.
THE COURT: Well, I'm not sure which category you're talking about. It would seem to
~

me that might apply to either one of them since both of them have made payments at one time or
the other.

MR. HARRIGAN: That may be, but--

THE COURT: I understand. And I haven't read your case, but it sounds like if the parties
~

had put a practical construction on the wording, they're, in effect, bound by that construction they
placed on it.
Here payments are the criterion and both of them at one time or the other have made those
payments.

:MR. HARRIGAN: Of course, the bequest does not say that she is obligated to
pay. It says they are. The fact that she says I'll take the life estate and I intend to take it, just like
he wrote it in the will THE COURT: Well, Mr. Harrigan, it appears to me, as I indicated with respect to
paragraph one, that there is a bequeathment to the children that is subject to any encumbrances
upon the same, upon the property, upon the date of transfer and I guess the question is what is the
date of transfer. Is that the date, in effect, that the will is probated or the date that he dies?

:MR. HARRIGAN: I would think the date of transfer as a matter of lawTHE COURT: Or the date of vesting?
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MR. HARRIGAN: The date of vesting, which would be the day he died.

THE COURT: Or the date of vesting?
MR. HARRIGAN: The date of vesting, which would be the day he died.
THE COURT: All right. Assuming that is the case, then it goes on to say and the mortgage
remaining shall be paid by the remainder persons.
Mr. Sissman makes the argument assuming all that to be the case, what happens if they
don't pay it?
MR. HARRIGAN: Well, my viewTHE COUR~: The condition subsequent.
MR. HARRIGAN: My view on that, is they don't pay, my view is then that's sort of out of
the case and you revert back to clause one, pay my just debts and they pay it under clause one.
That's my view.
THE COURT: Well, that's inconsistent with the tenn subject to any encumberances.
MR. HARRIGAN: That's true, butTHE COURT: Is there any authority that you've come up with that addresses these issues
or what happens MR. HARRIGAN: The authority that we've come up with is the one that says once you
accept the bequest and start paying THE COURT: I'm sorry, I understand that.
MR. HARRIGAN: -you're bound by it.
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THE COURT: But is there any authority that addresses the efficacy of the interlineated
language ifthere is no indication of the consequences of them not following the directive of the
testator?
MR. HARRIGAN: No, I haven't found any authority if they don't follow it. I found
authority if they did follow it, which my position is they did follow it.
THE COURT: Right.

MR. HARRIGAN: And that authority says even if the debts exceed the value of the estate,
you're stuck with them. That's what the authority says. And I think we have the case in here that
"""

says that.
If they don't follow it, our position is that she is responsible under this language and what

we've done, what we've run into here if they don't follow it, you've got mortgages sitting out
there and after you -don't follow it for a few months, the lenders are going to foreclose.
THE COURT: Yes.
MR. HARRIGAN: We've made this argument back and forth. And if they don't have to
follow it- we've take the position that if you don't follow it, the, let it foreclose, will bid in and
we'll own the whole place. That's what we're going to do.
A

And they said, well that's waste. If you don't pay it, that would be waste. So we never
got to that. We didn't want to get into that issue. That's why I told her start payingand see what
the court says. And that's where we are.
Of course, I guess we're not here to decide what should I do ifthey don't want to pay it.
.

THE COURT: No. What we're here to do is to decide what this well means.
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.-

MR. HARRIGAN: What the will means. And if the Court decides that's what the will
means, that they're supposed to pay it, well I think what the Court is asking, one, does this take
some sort of parole evidence or extrinsic evidence THE COURT: Well, you're right, that is one of the questions.

MR. HARRIGAN: That's one of the questions.
THE COURT: Ifl can't answer it, in other words, on the basis of the language and the

case law, then either side presumably can introduce evidence as to that ambiguity
MR. HARRIGAN: I understand that, but the problem that comes up to is it doesn't solve
~

the problem, that even if you tell me the will says I ought to pay it, I'm not going to pay it and I
don't intend to and you can't make me.
THE COURT: No. The question is is there a principle of law, which is what I understood
Mr. Sissman to be arguing, that if indeed there is not a consequence of their failure to pay, for

instance, then it essentially is, I guess to use his words, precatory and there falls or it's
unenforceable.
MR. HARRIGAN: I don't think it's precatory. I mean, reading it, I don't think it says- I
don't think it's precatory.
A

THE COURT: Well, isn•t it precatory if there is no consequence of their failure not to

follow it?
MR. HARRIGAN: Well, under my theory, there would be a consequence. Under my
theory, if they started to pay it and then they quit-
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THE COURT: But that's a different matter. Let's assume for a second that we're
construing the will now. Let's assume for a second that nobody has paid anything.
MR. HARRIGAN: All right.
THE COURT: So I'~ faced with trying to construe a will the day after the
testator died and there's no penalty to the remainderman for the remainderman's failure to pay the
mortgage, isn't that then precatory? That's what I understand Mr.Sssman to be arguing.
MR. HARRIGAN: Well, I don't think there would be a penalty because ifthere was a legal
obligation for them to pay it and they didn't pay it, we could sue them. The penalty would be that
,.....

we're going to get a lawsuit against them for the amount.
THE COURT: Well, of course, his hypothetical is what ifVierreg was supposed to pay the
mortgage. I never agreed to pay the mortgage. The remaindermen for that matter had never
agreed to pay the mortgage. You may bring a lawsuit, but it wouldn't seem that it would be
particularly valid.
How can you bind somebody in that case by a will?
MR. HARRIGAN: Well, the problem I've got with this is a little bit circuitous because if
they don't pay and their bequest lapses -THE COURT: Then it seems to me, and I may be wrong here and so this is, I guess, in
the form of a question, but one possibility is then the parties are relegated back to the obligations
they have as life tenant and remaindermen.
MR. HARRIGAN: That-
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THE COURT: Which presumably is that your client would be responsible for interest,
taxes and insurance and the remaindermen would be responsible for principal, as I understand it.
MR. HARRIGAN: Well, I think that is one possibility, but I think that our case law is such
~

that if we show that they have started on this, then they're legally obligated to take -THE COURT: Is there evidence at this point to that effect?
MR. HARRIGAN: I think there's evidence they paid the mortgage for the first five months

or something and then THE COURT: Where is that evidence?
MR.. HARRIGAN: I thought they testified to it.
THE COURT: You thought they did?
MR. HARRIGAN: Well, maybe we need evidence on it then.
THE COURT: Well, I don't know about that, but I'm asking whether there's any evidence
in the record.
MR. HARRIGAN: I mean, ifthat kind of decision turns on that kind of evidence, we
might have to take evidence on that then. It may not be relevant up to this point. I mean, what
you would be saying is this is the kind of thing I'd have to know in order to rule and I wouldn't
know that until everybody told me about it and then it needs evidence.
THE COURT: All right. What is the case that you rely on in support of this payment?
MR. SISSMAN: Your Honor, may I inquire ofMr. Harrigan whether that's in his cases ·
here?
MR. HARRIGAN: I think it is.
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ARGUMENT
(6/24/98 p.m. pp. 216, line 22 -222, line 10]

THE COURT: All right. Again, is it in the brief?
MR. HARRIGAN: They say it's 25, 25 and 26.

THE COURT: These are the tabs?
MR. HARRIGAN: This is Harrison on Wills, yes. Let's see what 26 is. It's a case. I'd

have to read this and point it out to you. I thought I had my copy underlined, but -THE COURT: All right. It's in the brief.
MR. HARRIGAN: Twenty-five, 26 is what she says that we got that out of

THE COURT: All right. Is there anything further then, Mr. Harrigan?

•••
ARGUMENT
(6/24/98 p.m. pp. 216, line 22 -222, line 10]

THE COURT: You're talking about the written interlineation?
MR. SISSMAN: The written interlineation. So, that's legatee language.

THE COURT: No, I think he was tallcing about the "it is understood language" when he
said that.
MR. SISSMAN: Well, I think I talked about them both.

THE COURT: Well, that's not the way I understood it.
MR. SISSMAN: Well, in any event, it's directed to legatees-

THE COURT: The interlineated language. It's pretty clear.
MR. SISSMAN: And the rule on that is that is deemed -it's probably going to be
pr~catory.

I mean, there may be other things, but it's probably going to be precatory.
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ARGUMENT
(6/24/98 p.m. pp. 216, line 22 -222, line 10)

One of the things I think you ought to tell us is -THE COURT: Well, let me ask you this; is there a Virginia decision that addresses that
question, that is, if there is no penalty, that's my word, but associated with the direction of the
testator in this case to the remainderman to pay the mortgage, it is therefore unenforceable and, in
effect, fails? Is there a case to that effect?
MR. SISSMAN: The only case I know of is the Carson case, which you looked at the

Carson case.
What it says is if you want to make it enforceable, here's how you do it, to put a charge on
the property. And it seems to me by implication it's saying that, just as you've said, as much as I'd
like you to pay the mortgage on my house, I'd rather not die first, but if that happens, you just can't
l"'l\

give it to them.
Now, in terms of the factual matters, what happened is there was evidence that we paid
some of the- when I say the, it wasn't the children who paid. So there is no presumption. In
other words, it wasn't the legatees who paid. The person who paid the mortgage was the executor
and he has a duty to not let the estate waste.

THE COURT: Well, I wonder ifthere isn't --let me go back to my thought to Mr.
Harrigan and let you respond to it, that is, if it fails for exactly the reasons that we've talked about,
you're then left with, in effect, the remainder going to the
children-

MR. SISSMAN: Yes, sir.
THE COURT: -subject to the encumbrances.
App. 102

ARGUMENT
[6/24/98 p.m. pp. 216, line 22-222, line 10]

MR. SISSMAN: Yes, sir.

THE COURT: And subject to the life estate, if the court finds that way, and that's what
I'm assuming for purposes of this
argument. Doesn't that then relegate the parties to the law of their basic common-law obligations
of paying principal and interest?
MR. SISSMAN: Yes.
MR. HARRIGAN: Well, I've got another answer.
MR. SISSMAN: Mr. Harrigan informs me he's got another answer.

THE COURT·: Well, unfortunately, Mr. Harrigan got asked that question and he's had his
time. So he doesn't get another bite at the apple.
MR. SISSMAN: So, there is no tradition here that the remainderman pay and the practical

matter is that - this is all confusing. We certainly made demand for payment of before we
figured it out.
THE COURT: Well, let's not get into that.
MR. SISSMAN: The last thing, Your Honor, it's kind of a terrible death to be talked to

death and I've talked a fair amount about this point, but I want to close in saying life estate, which
can be expressed in many ways, I mean, if he said for the rest of her life or until she dies- I was

trying to find, desperately trying to find some cases over this over the break and·there was one
case that talked about until the waters of the Delaware should cease to run. That was deemed to
have conveyed a life estate. So, it doesn't matter what you call it, it is what it is.
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ARGUMENT
[6/24/98 p.m. pp. 216, line 22 -222, line 10]

I think the key is that it's what you say that gets you there and then you go back to the first
rule of construction that I referred to. There is no question who the fee goes to. The language is

1HE COURT: I- never mind.
MR. SISSMAN: -I give and bequeath. That's clear. And if you're going to condition it,
you have to use equally strong language.
Now, there can be a legitimate argument- actually, I'm not sure there can be a legitimate
argument in this case, but under some circumstances there is a fair argument as to what was given.
In this case a life estate is what they're talking about. That's the property. All that words

do is identifY what it is. If it said you can live there for five years, that would be X. If you say you
can live there until J~an reaches 12 years of age, that's what you~re given for a life.
But how are you conveying it? It's different from the way- this is my final note on thisif you have to construe every part of the will and give it meaning, what do you do about the fact
that he can incorporate the premarital agreement -- and he talked about it in the will -- is if I got it
before the marriage or if I owned it with my first wife, and/or- both of these are present in this
case - how do you resolve that with the life estate language? Because it presumably has meaning.

***
RULINGS ON LIFE ESTATE ISSUE
[6/24/98 p.m., pp. 223, line 10-228, line 10)

1HE COURT: All right. Thank you, sir.
(Brief recess.)
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RULINGS ON LIFE ESTATE ISSUE
[6/24/98 p.m., pp. 223, line 10-228, line 10]

THE COURT: I'll address the life estate issue. I stated earlier after reviewing the
authorities cited in the trial briefs, I concluded that in connection with this phase of the case that
the Court had erred in permitting evidence of the circumstances surrounding the making of the will
and that, indeed, the Court ought to attempt to construe the will with respect to the life estate
issue on the basis of the four comers of the document and the language expressed by the testator.
The question thus becomes whether the intention of the deceased viewed in light of the
language employed by him evinces his intent to create a life estate onbehalf of his wife. Maybe it
demonstrates his intent is a better way of saying this.
There are two arguments in particular that were advanced by the executor which I found to
be most important to deal with. The first is that there is no language, and to use my terminology,
by which a transitive verb had been employed to will a life estate to Mrs. Gaymon and the Fox Mill
property.
The second was that the terminology "it is understood" at the end of paragraph five, which
is the operative provision of the will, connotes a precatory wish to the legatees that Mr. Gaymon's
wife would be permitted to live in the house for the remainder of her life.
I would note that the polestar for making this determination is what is the intention of the

testator viewed from the document as a whole and not a mechanistic review of particular terms.
This Court rejects the argument that the terminology "it is understood" is precatory. The
precedent, moreover, in which that language was used, a VII'ginia case as it turned out, and found
to be precatory was not one in which a life estate was expressly mentioned.
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RULINGS ON LIFE ESTATE ISSUE
[6/24/98 p.m., pp. 223, line 10-228, line 10]

Furthennore, the "it is understood" paragraph is one which, as I read it, was addressed to
the executor or a court construing the will, not the legatees. In this regard, I adopt Mr. Harrigan's
argument that in the absence of demonstrating it was directed to the legatees, as was the case with

""'

the interlineated language earlierin paragraph five, it must be viewed as being directed to the
executor and therefore mandatory.
Although the lack of a transitive verb is of potentially greater significance, reading the will
in its entirety, I conclude that Mr. Gaymon intended the will a life estate to his wife and that by
bequeathing the property to his children, he was bequeathing it subject to that life estate and her.
This then leaves us the question of how the mortgages were to be treated. I conclude that
the critical question, at least initially, might be when the mortgages were to be paid. The expressed
language of the testator indicates that the interest willed to his children was to be subject not onJy
to Mr. Gaymon's life estate, but also the encumbrances. These were interests that vested upon his
death, that is, the transfer referred to and, therefore, the obligation to pay mortgages that was
interlineated arose at that time included in the interlineated language to the effect that his children
remaindennen would pay the mortgage.
He did not, however, describe any penalty for the children's failure to pay them. This begs
the question as to whether the interlineated clause is enforceable. The Court finds no language, in
effect, providing for a penalty if his wish in that regard is not followed nor was one advanced.
The question next becomes what is the result of the children's punitive partial payment of
the mortgage and what is the result of their failure to pay the mortgage in its entirety?
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RULINGS ON LIFE ESTATE ISSUE
[6/24/98 p.m., pp. 223, line 10-228, line 10]

In the balance of this trial Mr. Harrigan will be permitted to put on evidence with regard to
the question of payments that have been made. Similarly, Mr. Sissman will be able to do the same
with regard to the widow and the Court ultimately will have to understand the circumstances of
those payments and ascribe the legal significance to them.
The Court will also at that juncture and it seems to me that's then the appropriate time to
decide the question of the obligations of the children -- I should say of the effect - let me rephrase
that -- to decide the question of what the significance of the children's failure to pay the mortgage
following his death is.

• ••
VIOLETA GAYMON (DIRECT EXAMINATION)
(6/24/98 p.m., p. 274 and p. 275-line 11)

MR. HARRIGAN: I'm not sure this is tabbed. Here's a copy of it. This is how much
she's paid.
BY MR. HARRIGAN:
Q How much have you paid on the mortgage?
A

In total, $5,316.72.

Q

Why did you pay that?

A

Oh, because I was pressed by the banks. They call me and even sent letters that they

were going for foreclosure.
I sent a copy of this letter to Victor Gaymon by my lawyers.

MR. SISSMAN: Objection, Your Honor, goes beyond the scope of the question.
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VIOLETA GAYMON (DIRECI' EXAMINATION)
[6/24/98 p.m., p. 274 and p. 275-line 11)

THE COURT: Sustained. Please just answer the questions asked and don't volunteer,
ma'am.
BYMR. HARRIGAN:

Q Did you get letters from the bank?
A Yeah.

Q And the letters in substance said what?
A

The house is going for foreclosure. There are some payments that stop before

February, for some I pay March, here is-- there is all the infonnation.
MR. HARRIGAN: I would offer that as an exhibit. I don't think it's in our exhibits.

THE COURT: Is there any objection?
MR. SISSMAN: No, YourHonor.
ARGUMENT [6/25/98 a.m., pp. 4, line 15-20 line 8]

number is 246-4147. All right, your argument with regards to remaining issues, I'm not- I think
you probably begin and end depending who the proponent of the particular issue is. On the
payment of the mortgages, after Mr. Gaymon's death, I suppose Mr. Harrigan you ought to go first
on that issue.
Although, I guess this is an issue that might cut both ways since there were
payments by both the executor and your client.
MR. HARRIGAN: On the payment of the mortgages, we say that the will is clear

on this phase, it says what it says. Your honor raised the issue on that suppose the remainder men
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ARGUMENT [6/25/98 a.m., pp. 4, line 15-20 line 8]

do not wish to pay the mortgages as they are directed, and what's the down side on that? I think I
had it in my brief, and it is tab 29, it is a case called Lisey vs. Boyd (ph), 164 Virginia 528.
THE COURT: I'm sorry 164?
MR. HARRIGAN: Vrrginia, 528, and that is tab 29, the case of tab 29 in my

package.
THE COURT: All right.
MR. HARRIGAN: Essentially, what this says, and this is in a will that there wasn't

a, who paid the mortgage, but it says, duty as to encumbrances reimbursement for payment. This

is on A, in that, the duty of a life tab is to preserve the estate and close the obligations to keep
down the interest upon existing incumbersomes, but he is not compelled to pay off the principal
sum when it comes due, or thereafter.
As a general rule, the life tenant, will, in order to preserve the estate, pay off an

incumbrance by the fee, is entitled to reimbursement or contribution from the reversionaries or the
remainder men, to be extended their interest in the land, by paying off the incumbrance, the tenants
requires a lean on the reversionary interest or as subrogated to the rights of the incumbered.
It goes on to say that, the late tenant should be reimbursed with interest for the
amount in which he has contributed to the tenant, for the remaindermen. So our position is, that
they are supposed to pay the mortgage, and our position is the mortgage includes the interest, plus
they are directed to pay it, if the life tenant-
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ARGUMENT (6/25/98 a.m., pp. 4, line 15-20 line 8]
THE COURT: Unless the court concludes that that, I guess the language that we

have been using is cricketory, unenforceable provision, in which event, I gather the logic of that
position would be that she ought to be reimbursed for the principal pay.
MR. HARRIGAN: That is correct, if that is the general rule. I of course take that
out. I think that language -- our position takes that out as a general rule, as you know.
THE COURT: Right.

MR. HARRIGAN: Ifyou hadn't said anything, that would be exactly the way it
would go down, and since you have give meaning to everything in the will, I believe that is a
reasonable-THE COURT: But this raises the question though as to- I think we have beat this

horse to death yesterday, but- if there is no penalty associated with that language, whether it is
enforceable.
MR. HARRIGAN: Okay, and I would say the penalty associated with this, that
they, whatever is paid is a lean. I can't say the remainder man of that is interest on the property,
then that is a penalty.
THE COURT: Right.

MR. HARRIGAN: That is my position on that.
MR. SISSMAN: It lies in there, that the remainder man has the obligation to pay
the principal. In that case, it says that, but not the interest in taxes and the insurance, in that case
says that as well. I don't think it goes further, it is not -- well, as you know we really have heard
enough-

App. llO

ARGUMENT (6/25/98 a.m., pp. 4, line 15-20 line 8]

THE COURT: The real issue is how it comes back to the issue we heard yesterday.
There is not disagreement that she can recover something back. The question is, whether it is
principal or it isMR. SISSMAN: Right. What we have been in question, of course if it goes the
other way is can we recover back? In other words, we paid, so when we go to foreclosure, what
can we recover back? We don't get principal back, but we can get interest, taxes, and insurance.
THE COURT: Right.
MR. SISSMAN: And the analysis on that is that the life tenant is responsible for
waste and for damages due to this, and I believe there is case law, although I could not find it this
morning, but I believe that both Mr. Harrigan and I have read a lot of cases, and so the principal is
what stands out is what I remember.
But i believe that if the remainder man goes in, and in the case of the property, he
gets stopped from going into Mr. Paris's home and fixes it, the remainder man is entitled to
reimbursement for, from the tenant, you know, that the tenant is not discharging the fees, and I
believe that the tenant applies for forfeiture to the estate, if they waste it. But it is not the other
way around. I think that they have to pay the principal, which we have now THE COURT: They have to pay the principal?
MR. SISSMAN: The mortgage, they don't have to pay it offTHE COURT: They have to pay the interest, the insurance and the taxes, but not
the principal.
MR. SISSMAN: That's life tenant.
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ARGUMENT (6/25/98 a.m., pp. 4, line 15-20 line 8)
THE COURT: Yes.

MR. SISSMAN: Yes - no, what I am saying is, what I think the remainder men do
have to pay the principal.
THE COURT: Right. Okay. You are saying there is correlative responsibilities

and if payments have been made by both, there are basically reciprocal obligations?
MR. SISSMAN: Well, they are notTHE COURT: Due to correlative obligations is a better way of putting it.

MR. SISSMAN: Correlative, is probably a more accurate. In other words, I don't,
if nobody pays, what happens? I think if nobody pays, then what happens is incumbrance takes
priority and then you do what ever, and I am not, that is what is discussed this morning.
I thought what you do is, you take the value of the life estate in the code and then

split it up that way, but it could be that there could be another solution, but, you cannot personally,
you can -- in the case that I read, one of them from 115 Virginia, so it is an old case, you know,
kind of when you read these things, you know there is language in there that, where you don't
know what is going on.
And I read one ofthose cases that he again talks charging the estate. You know
you charge the property. I have seen no cases that I know of that exist that you can charge the
executors, you can condition the gift and you can do forfeitures and all the kinds of stuff that didn't
happenTHE COURT: I guess that raises an interesting question, and it's one that is the

legatees really are not -
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ARGUMENT (6/25/98 a.m., pp. 4, line 15-20 line 8]

MR. SISSMAN: One legatee is to know this defendant, know the defendant, but
she was not suing the counter claim, as I understand it, so the executor got sued on the counter
claim. So in that sense she is not a part of the counter claim.
THE COUR~: Well, my point is, that there may be some due process issues, with

respect to what this court can do. These are the-- both ofMr. Gaymon's children as legatees is
distinguished from Mr. Gaymon as an individual.

""'

MR. SISSMAN: It makes legal sense to me, because, you are right, he has his hat
on today as executor, and I think that -- I don't think you can do it, but I meant he can go further,
at least you would think, and just say, well, I would like to call in. I read an article one time, it said
there is something called a burden of confusion, and you won't find it in any text, and you won't
find it in any law school lectures.
But wltat burden of confusion is, if the prior fact or the court does not understand
what is going on, who loses? And that I would say is applicabl~ to wills. And I think in this case,
if you don't understand what the wills say, then like, for example, if you don't know why you are
enforcing, then you can't enforce it.
THE COURT: I think you just lapsed into a different argument than the issue that

we are addressing.
MR. SISSMAN: Well okay, but I think that-- well, in terms of, I guess you are
right, that is lapsing into another argument, but I think the answer is, if the intestate wanted them

to pay a penalty, he had to as a condition of-
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ARGUMENT [6/25/98 a.m., pp. 4, line 15-20 line 8]

THE COURT: We have argued that. The point that I was really trying to make is,
if this court determines that a penalty is appropriate -

MR. SISSMAN: Okay.
THE COURT: -- to what extent or charging their interest, what can the court do,
in effect, to enforce that charge, or is it a matter of something more than declaratory judgement,'
depending how the court views the case, reaching its decision, but it cannot affect these
individuals, and for some, maybe the MR. SISSMAN: I think you -THE COURT: That's not issue that is raised, and perhaps I'm begging you to get
into an area that I don't think you need to get into.
MR. SISSMAN: Again, I think I have said all that there really can be said about
you can't make them pay. But if you do, you are going in my will. Now, in light of the courts
discussion about arguments that make sense, or ethical duties versus representation in court, I, to
make a legitimate arguments, I am going to flag to you that you may see this one way, and I may
see it another, but you heard Mr. Rohn's testimony, but you are not considering it.
THE COURT: True.
MR. SISSMAN: You are only considering the four comers of the document.
THE COURT: On the life estate issue.

MR. SISSMAN: Yes. Well, I mean- well, also would consider this one?
THE COURT: No.
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ARGUMENT [6/25/98 a.m., pp. 4, line 15-20 line 8)
MR. SISSMAN: Are you considering his testimony in that? You are not

considering his testimony?
THE COURT: No. I am sony. I am not, you are right.
MR. SISSMAl',J: Okay. Now, we are stuck with the will, and the burden of

confusion is, well- okay, so if we had stuck with the will, then there are certain things that you
know from Mr. Rohn, that you don't know from the record.
THE COURT: What issue are you addressing at this point?
MR. SISSMAN: Well, all you know from the record, not from anything from Mr.

Rohn's testimony and Ms. Gaymon's testimony THE COURT: What is the issue that you are addressing at this point?
MR. SISSMAN: It is that it refers to mortgages. You know there is a deed of

trust, two deeds of trust, not one, but two on his property. That is all you have on/in the record.
I mean, if you go outside the record I can tell you what the refer to, but you are

looking at the will, and you don't know that, and you do have testimony that there were things
called mortgages on Philadelphia property. If you go outside the will, you would come to the
conclusion - you can't, I mean it would be frivolous if you point out otherwise come to a

"""

conclusion that refer to these Philadelphia properties.
But if you are saying- if you are looking at the will, and you can't look outside of
it, then it is not so frivolous. I mean, all you have got to go on now is the deeds of trust -
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ARGUMENT (6/25/98 a.m., pp. 4, line 15-20 line 8]

THE COURT: Well, I think, I think, as I reflect back on it, the issue with respect
to the life estate, that clearly where the life estate was intended or not was something that this
court on the first instance has to look at the will.
""'

I am not so sure that this court can't look beyond the will, if I find there is an
ambiguity, with regard to that remaining language.

·

MR. SISSMAN: Well, then, you got to- if you- I mean, I think it sort of- the
entire testimony has to come in on that. I mean you can listen to what he says about what that
clause means, then you got to listen -THE COURT: No. As a matter of fact, the law is very clear, that when parole
evidence comes in, it only comes in with respect to the ambiguity that the court identifies. There is
no question that that is the law in Virginia.
MR. SISSMAN: But, you mean, in the ambiguities of to what the guy is saymg in
it, what is he talking about? I mean, it seems to me you are picking and choosing. On the one
hand, he says it refers to the residence, fine. And he says, and the purpose of it was that so when
she left, he got community. I can't argue this statement. It is a life estate, but it is clear implication
was she was planning on leaving.
But in life estate, you leave feet first, but, you know, she was planning on leaving
when she left, she did not want to be stuck with pa}'ing off the entire balance of the mortgage.
That was the concern. It seems to me that comes in part and partial with the fact that it is a
mortgage on the residence. I give it to you for what it is worth, and that is really all I have to say.

THE COURT: Good, Mr. Harrigan?
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ARGUMENT [6125/98 a.m., pp. 4, line 15-20 line 8]

MR. HARRIGAN: On that -- on my -- I think that the argument is the mortgage is
really the deed of trust. That is sort of a frivolous argument, because in Virginia, the deed of trust
is the mortgage, and my tab 41, I have the, where is the phrase, the deed of trust is in effect the
mortgage over, even though that type of complication makes the court to foreclose. They are
synonymous terms.
I think cases that go through, there is no distinction at all between deed of trust,
and you call it a mortgage as well as a deed of trust. This other part, this other issue that you just
raised, Victor is not in there, she is in the case. Victor is here in the court THE COURT: She has been named as a cross complainant.
MR. HARRIGAN: Individual.
THE COURT: Cross defendants, excuse me.

MR. SISSMAN: Was the answer, no, to that?
MR. HARRIGAN: The answer is, no.
MR. SISSMAN: Okay. I didn't hear you.
MR. HARRIGAN: I think that is right.
THE COURT: She is not in as a cross defendant?
MR. HARRIGAN: I think she is, she was named.
THE COURT: I thought you said-

MR. SISSMAN: I don't think so, Your Honor.
THE COURT: Well, I will have to look at the pleading.

MR. HARRIGAN: She wasn't named?
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ARGUMENT [6/25/98 a.m., pp. 4, line 15-20 line 8]

MR. SISSMAN: She was named as a-- we named her.
MR. HARRIGAN: That's right.
MR. SISSMAN: But you didn't name her.
MR. HARRIG~: No. I didn't say it is. She is in the case, that's all I am saying.
MR. SISSMAN: Yes. She is in the case.
MR. HARRIGAN: All right. He isn't. So all that comes out. But this a- this is a
case as I understand it, the way they phrase it is, asking the court to construe the will. Your po!nt
is, if I construe the will, and she is not in it, do I have to do it again, or he is not in it?

THE COURT: My point is one of whether in something bordering on in percent of
relief or maybe I should just say in percent of relief is appropriate in the case, or whether this is
strictly a matter of construing the will for the benefit of the executor, and making whatever rulings,
and in making those rulings, I may declare what the - in reaching it, what the law is and maybe
even what the implications of the law are, toward the legatees, but may not be in the position for
example to enter a judgement against them, or other in-person type of relief.
MR. HARRIGAN: I think that is right. Because he is technically is not in as an
individual in this case. But it is a matter of construing the will, and this, I think that is where you
are that. And if he wants to come in and say something for whatever reason, I suppose that is to
be construed again.

THE COURT: I guess there could be an interesting conflict of interest at some
juncture there between someone that is executor and legatee. I ftankly don't know how to address
tha~

and I don't think I need to in the context of this case.
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ARGUMENT (6/25/98 a.m., pp. 4, line 15-20 line 8]
MR. HARRIGAN: But I think that it comes down to that he has to construe the
will, and I think that is where you are at at this point. If he disagrees with it, of course he can get
his day in court. I don't have a problem with that either. But on that issue, I think that is all I have
!"'>,

to say on it.
THE COURT: Right. Thank you. Next, I will reserve this matter for what I hope

is a decision this afternoon.
MR. HARRIGAN: The only other thing I see is, also our position that that

language is such that thing should be paid now and not be strung out for the life of the mortgage.

•••
RULINGS ON REMAINING ISSUES (6/25/98 p.m., pp. 3, line 4- pp. 31, line 19)
his wife's overbearing his will.
The -Court will not summarize all of the evidence presently; however, based on the
evidence, I do make the following findings of facts.
The decedent, William Gaymon, married the Respondent, Violeta Gaymon, his
second wife, in 1988.
He previously had been married for thirty-seven years to Estelle Gaymon, a
marriage which proauced a son, William Victor Gaymon, and a daughter, Nicole Gaymon.
Two, the decedent died on January 3rd, 1997.
Three, the decedent, William Gaymon, and the Respondent, his wife, entered into
an agreement which I will sometimes refer to as the "marital agreement," in which they agreed that
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...,

the separate property of each, acquired before their marriage, would not become marital property,
but the property acquired after their marriage might be considered marital property.
Four, the decedent contracted cancer, and was operated on for cancer of his brain

~

in November of 1995.
Five, the cancer metastasized, requiring a back operation which occurred on June
13th, 1996.
Six, in the period before the operation the decedent and the Respondent conferred
about combining their separate Merrill-Lynch accounts.
Decedent's account contained some assets traceable to a time before his remarriage
to the Respondent.
Mr. Gaymon requested Merrill-Lynch to combine the accounts in a letter that was
prepared by his wife.
Pursuant to her husband's instructions, Mrs. Gaymon spoke to a Merrill-Lynch
representative, and was told both that a specific Merrill-Lynch form would be necessary to
effectuate that combination of accounts, and that one might be obtained at the Merrill-Lynch
Tysons office.

II"\

Mrs. Gaymon obtained the form, but let me just say I started writing these things
out with numbers, and I think it's not instructive to do that.
Mrs. Gaymon obtained the form at her husband's direction, checked boxes
indicating that the accounts were to be held by them both, A, as Joint Tenants with Common Law
Right of Survivorship; and B, as Tenants by the Entirety with Common Law Right of Survivorship.
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In the line next to the Tenants by the Entirety box, the parenthetical phrase
appeared, quote, "For married persons, comma, only in states where applicable. 11 End of quotation
marks.
One box indi~ting that the combined account was to be held by the Gaymons as
Tenants in Common was not marked.
The form was executed by the Gaymons, and returned to Merrill-Lynch; thereafter

"""

the account was designated as being the names of the Gaymons as Tenants by the Entirety, with a
Common Law Right of Survivorship.
It was so reflected in monthly statements sent to the Gaymons at their residence, on
Fox Mill Road, in Reston, Virginia, periodically thereafter, for the balance of his life.
Mr. Gaymon executed Wills in 1998, 1990, and in late 1996 or 1997 he engaged
Attorney Glenwood P. Rhone to revise his most recent Will.
The decedent executed the Will revised by Mr. Rhone, before witnesses, on January
15th, 1997.

The Will contained the following provisions, especially germane to this suit, by the
Executor to construe the Will.
Second - I am quoting now -- "I have entered into a Premarital Agreement with
my present wife, Violeta N. Gaymon, under the terms of which we have agreed that all properties
of every description, both real and personal, acquired by either of us prior to the effective date of
our marriage, shall be completely free from claims of the other, and may be disposed of separately
by. inter vivos transfer, or testamentary," period.
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"It is my intent that this Will effectuate the provisions of that agreement, which is
incorporated herein by reference hereto."
Later on; "Forth, I give and bequeath to my beloved wife, Violeta N. Gaymon, all
"""

the capital stock which I may own at the date of my death, in the Merrill-Lynch cash management
account."
It goes on after that.
Fifth, I give and bequeath to my children, William V. Gaymon, and Nicole G.
Gaymon, share-and-share-alike the following described property."

111!\

"Subject to any encumbrances upon the same, upon the date of transfer, and the
following added by initial interlineation, and the mortgage remaining, shall be paid by the
remainder persons."
And then it goes on, "A, my residence at Fox Mill Road, Reston, Virginia; B, the
apartment house that I own at 390 East Clivedon Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; C, the
apartment house that I own at 6714 Blakemore Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania; D, municipal
bond that I own in Richmond Metropolitan Authority."
And it goes on after that.
And in that same paragraph it is stated; "It is understood that in the case that Mrs.
Violeta N. Gaymon and I have residence at the Fox Mill address at the time of my demise, she
would have a life estate in the same for the remainder of her life.

11

"Six, with respect to the residue and remainder of my property of every kind and
nature, real and personal, wherever situated, I wish to make the following clarification:" colon
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"Such property refers only to property held in common by me, and by my late spouse, Estelle S.
Gaymon, and/or my personal property acquired prior to my marriage to my current wife, Violeta
N. Gaymon."
And then finally, it goes on after that, and in paragraph seven, "Seventh, with
respect to all property acquired in common with my current wife, all such property will become
that ofVioleta N. Gaymon, upon my death."
And then the decedent's son, William Victor Gaymon was named as Executor.
This Will was probated on July 28th, 1997, in the Circuit Court ofFairfax.
From November 1995, until his death in January, 1997, the decedent, William
Gaymon, had suffered from cancer, and deteriorated physically.
In the late spring of 1996 he required a wheel chair most, or all the time.
All though the testimony produced by the Executor demonstrates that Mr. Gaymon
was subject to some mental disorientation due to medicines taken, which may explain isolated
disorientation testified to by his brother, in March of 1996, the evidence presented does not
demonstrate a diminished mental capacity ofMr. Gaymon immediately prior to his June 13th, 1996
cancer operation; specifically, not in the days immediately before his operation when the MerrillLynch agreement combining his accounts with those of his wife, was executed by him.
The evidence does demonstrate that following that operation, that back operation,
Mr. Gaymon did suffer from more frequent episodic mental disorientation and confusion, in
significant part, due to medications given to him in the aftermath of that operation.
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The evidence suggests that his mental capability; however, was restored in October

""'

of 1996, though beginning in the early months of 1997, his mental capabilities waned as his cancer
proceeded.

I"'\

In making these findings with regard to Mr. Gaymon's mental condition, this Court

notes the testimony ofMrs. Violeta Gaymon, William V. Gaymon, and Nicole Gaymon, with
regard to Mr. Gaymon's condition.
Each were viewed with caution, in view of the interest of these witnesses in the
outcome of this case.
The Court, however, did give credence to Mrs. Gaymon's testimony with respect to
the events, and the reasons leading to the decedent's execution of the Merrill-Lynch combination
agreement, or combination of accounts agreement, of June 12th, 1996.
The Court found that disinterested witnesses, Ms. Calbert, Mr. Marshall, Mr.
Baker, confirmed that during his ordeal with cancer the decedent was generally lucid, and
competent to manage his own affairs until early 1997.
In the course of her husband's fight with cancer, Mrs. Gaymon attempted to assist

her husband, which assistance included dedicated physical service, with the most basic acts, such as
going to the bathroom, often at night.
She also assisted him with regard to the management of his Philadelphia
apartments, although the extent of those services was not made plain.
It was in this context that this Court finds that she - let me restate that.
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It was in the context of assisting her husband that she obtained the Merrill-Lynch
fonns which he executed on June 12th, of 1996.
The evidence suggests the decedent's ability to walk was certainly prejudiced, and
:;

he may have even been confined to a wheel chair at that point.
The first issue I will address is whether the Merrill-Lynch combination agreement is
void, due to constructive fraud, breach of fiduciary duty, or incapacity.
The Executor argues that this Court should set aside the June 12th, 1996 transfer
that created the Survivorship interest in Mrs. Gaymon, because it was a product of undue

~

influence, diminished capacity, constructive fraud, and because it was a transfer-- excuse me-and that it should be presumed invalid.
This Court declines to adopt the Petitioners position, and will not set aside the
transfer.
As an initial matter, a party alleging fraud and undue influence, has the burden of

proving, by clear and convincing evidence, that the influence was, quote "sufficient to destroy free
agency on the part of the grantor or testator. It must amount to coercion, practically duress," end
of quotation marks, Wood versus Wood, I 09 Virginia 470 at 472, a 1909 decision.
"However, Virginia recognizes a presumption of undue influence in certain
situations."
"The primary purpose of the presumption is to shift to the opposing party the
burden of producing evidence tending to rebut the presumption."
Martin -v- Phillips, 235 Virginia 523, at 526.
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"This presumption, however, does not affect the burden of persuasion from the
party upon whom it was originally cast."
"In order to raise the presumption of undue influence, and thereby shift the burden
:;

of producing evidence sufficient to rebut the presumption, the evidence must show the following:
one, that the testator had great weakness of mind when the document was executed; two, that the
grantee stood in a confidential or fiduciary relationship to the testator, and three, that the testator
previously had expressed an contrary intention to dispose of his property."
"Each element must be established by clear and convincing evidence."
"Something more than a mere familial connection is required to establish that a
fiduciary or confidential relationship existed."
Knuckles -v- Knuckles, 228 Virginia at 25, a 1984 decision.
This Court finds that none of these requirements have been established by clear and
convincing evidence.
First, while Mr. William Gaymon was suffering from cancer on June 12th, 1996,
when the Merrill-Lynch combination agreement was signed by him, the Executor's evidence does
not clearly and convincingly demonstrate his mental condition on that date.
At best, the Executor's evidence suggests that Mr. Gaymon had suffered from
episodic confusion, probably related to drugs administered to him several months earlier.
Moreover, the preponderance of the testimonial evidence suggests that in the spring
of 1996, Mr. Gaymon was a proud, competent, and intelligent man, capable of making decisions,
including that related to the Merrill-Lynch accounts.
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In this regard, the Executor attempts to show that the Will attempts to dispose of
assets which were in the Menill-Lynch combination account, and accordingly, that this Court
should infer that he did not know what he was doing when he transferred the Right of Survivorship
""'

in that account, and his interest, to Mrs. Gaymon.
There is at least one clear explanation, or alternative explanation, which appears

,.,..,

more persuasive to this Court.
It is that the Will was originally drawn, or the first iteration of this Wtll was
originally drawn by Mr. Gaymon in 1988.

,..,

It was periodically revised.
Much of the same language was incorporated in each succeeding revision.
In January 1997 his capacity may have been affected by his then obviously
deteriorating condition testified to, in deposition, by Mr. Baker. ·
This might, I supposed, have been a basis for attacking the Will, but that is not the
issue before this Court.
What it does not demonstrate is that he did not have the competency, or that his
will was overborne, with regard to the June 1996 agreement.

f'l'l

With regard to attacking the Will, it appears that no such attack on Mr. Gaymon's
competency, in making the Will, has been made within the statutory period, nor has the testator
proven clearly and convincingly, that Mrs. Gaymon was handling affairs related to the MerrillLynch, apart from obtaining forms when her husband could not do so, or assisting him in writing
letters, which be, perhaps, could not do so with ease.
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It is suggested, however, that she was handling his apartment houses in

Philadelphia, but the evidence produced demonstrated that others had performed these tasks before
her, and at a time when his competency and capacity are not challenged.
And further,

t~at

her undertaking of these tasks was not related to either his mental

or physical condition.
As it relates to the Merrill-Lynch account, the Executor has, at best, demonstrated

that Mrs. Gaymon did what any loving wife would do for a husband beset by grievous illness.
Finally, the lynch-pin of the Executor's argument is that the Merrill-Lynch
"""

combination agreement is the only aberration in the testator's plan that his children would receive
all assets in existence, prior the testator's marriage to his second wife, and therefore, must have
been the product -- and that the June agreement must have been the product of an overpowering of
his will.
The punitive plan, however, is not as plain as suggested.
First, the fourth paragraph of the Will, the only provision which expressly addresses
his Merrill-Lynch account, refers to capital stock in the account, and specifies that it was to pass to
his second wife.
It was not shown that the assets in the account ever included capital stock in any of
the iterations of the Will.
Instead, it contained bonds, and mutual funds.
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Furthennore, although the marital agreement is mentioned in the second paragraph,
the patent purpose of the reference to it, was to negate his second wife's claims to such property as
marital property.
Thus, enabling .him to convey it, or devise it, as he might later choose.
The evidence indicates that he chose to transfer a Joint Tenancy to his wife; no
doubt consistent with her devoted care for him during his illness.
Devoted care, again, most poignantly testified to by Mr. Baker, among others.
Furthennore, the supposition of this otherwise consistent marital agreement plan is,
~

I think, undermined by the other reference in the Will, which emphasizes that such assets in the
Will - that -- excuse me.

That such assets, not devised in the Will, or earlier conveyed, would pass under the
residuary clause.
This emphasizes the fact that this plan was not hard and fast, as suggested.
This is all to say that the supposed plan was always subject to Mr. Gaymon's
conveyances during his life - ademption, I guess, is the proper term.
And that the Merrill-Lynch agreement, certainly, is such an inter vivos transfer.
And further, it is not at all clear that the term, "capital stock," was not a proxy for
the Merrill-Lynch assets.
The Court so finds, in accordance with the authorities that were cited by ~s.
Gaymon on this point.
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Next, the next issue is whether the Merrill-Lynch combination agreement- that's
what I have dubbed it -- otherwise fails.
The Executor argues that Virginia does not recognize Tenancies by the Entirety,
and Personalty; that is Personalty which does not represent the proceeds from the equitable
conversion of real estate.
The Executor argues that when a Tenancy by the Entirety fails, then that the estate,
necessarily, becomes a Tenancy in Common.
This Court rejects the argument made for the following reasons: first, although the
fill\

Gaymons had marked the Tenancy by Entirety box, they marked a box that contained the
parenthetical condition that the designation was only operative if Tenancies by the Entirety were
valid in Virginia.
As th-e Executor has arguably demonstrated, that they are not valid in Vtrginia, the

designation, therefore, was not operative.
It was a nullity.

The parties, however, also marked Joint Tenancy with Common Law Right of
Survivorship, which thus is the only valid designation on the form.
Second, the argument fails because the fact that the parties marked both of the
boxes indicating a Common Law Right of Survivorship, negates the suggestion they intended a
Tenancy in Common, which is the one status which does not carry with it the Common Law Right
of Survivorship.
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Third, the argument presented by the Executor that the designation failed as a
matter of law, when a Tenancy in Common fails, does not necessarily apply where the intent of the
parties is that a Tenancy in Common was not intended, which is clearly the case here.
For the foregoing reasons, this Court concludes that the entirety of the MerrillLynch cash management account passed, by operation oflaw, to the Respondent, Mrs. Violeta:
Gaymon, as Surviving Joint Tenant, when William Gaymon died.
Since that is the case, it necessarily means, with regard to rulings made earlier
today, that Mrs. Gaymon, the Respondent, did not pay her husband's funeral expenses with assets
fl'l!\

of the estate.
The effect of the innerlineated language in Article 5, to the effect that remaindermen
were to pay the mortgages on the property; after considering this matter further, and considering
the argument made by Mr. Sissman, I guess I would ask whether, indeed, the Executor has·
evidence, parol evidence, if you will, that, indeed, there is something other than the two Deeds of
Trust which I understand are against the property.

MR. SISSMAN: You mean any other evidence which to point out to you?
THECOURT: Yes.
MR. SISSMAN: Yes, Your Honor. I point to Mr. Rhone's testimony.

Mr. Rhone said that the facts and circumstances before the testator was that Mrs.
Gaymon was concerned that - he went over and over when she left.
The starting point was --

-

THE COURT: Let me be a little bit more precise.
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You made the argument this morning that if this Court looks only at the language in
the Will, the Court will see a reference to a mortgage.
MR. SISSMAN: Right.
THE COURT: And that there is no evidence, with respect to two Deeds of Trust.
I suppose the question then becomes whether there - and perhaps my question was

not well-framed - but whether or not there is any evidence that he intended that that term mean
anything other than those two Deeds of Trust that are against the property.
MR. SISSMAN: Well, no, Your Honor. There is no evidence.
There is also no burden on the Executor.
THE COURT: Very well. There is plenty of evidence in this record with regard to

those, andMR. SISSMAN: I don't think so. I mean, with all due respect, I mean, it seems to
me ifyou - the only evidence - here is the evidence that you have without anything extrinsic THE COURT: I'm talking about including --

MR. SISSMAN: Well, if you include extrinsic, it seems to me the most neutral
evidence that you have·-- you have Mrs. Gaymon's testimony, which goes her way.
You have the testator - excuse me, the drafter, telling what happened, and what he
told them it meant, and why it got there.
And it seems to me, I mean ~
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THE COURT: I'm only talking about a very finite issue; where the term,
"mortgage," refers to a mortgage against the property, or whether it refers to two Deeds of Trust
against the property.
It's not the intention of the other language.
MR. SISSMAN: No, no. Ifyou look at extrinsic evidence, I think the extrinsic
evidence makes clear that it's against the residential property.
THE COURT: This is a technical point that I'm raising, but it is one that I think
was - at least as I understood it - was raised by you in your argument earlier; that the Court
~

could not assume that there were two Deeds of Trust on the property in construing the mortgage.
And I think that that, technically, is correct.
And so if that is an issue, I will be pleased to hear parol evidence on it.
MR~ SISSMAN: Well, I think you've heard all the evidence on it, but I think that

once you open the door on that evidence, you have to consid~r the whole evidence as to the
clauses.
THE COURT: I disagree with that, and it is a principle that I indicated earlier, that
parol evidence -MR. SISSMAN: But- excuse me.
THE COURT: Let me finish, ifl may.
That parol evidence will only be heard with regard to the specific ambiguity found,
and the ambiguity found is what the tenn, "mortgage," means.
MR. SISSMAN: !just- I don't want to quarrel with the Court.
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I would just add that there is evidence -- I think -- well, I would just say, for what
it's worth, there is evidence that in that list of clauses, the only mortgages are on the Philadelphia
properties, and they aren't, in fact, mortgages, and that - that he is the trustor on the residential
property.
It seems to me -- well, I just wanted to make that point. That's the only point I
would make.
THE COURT: All right.

MR. HARRIGAN: I believe Mr. Rhone did testify that he didn't know how many
fill\

mortgages were on it, but it specifically runs with the Fox Mill.
THE COURT: We're talking about the Fox Mill property.

MR. HARRIGAN: Right.
THE COURT: And the question is only to afford the Executor the opportunity of

providing parol evidence with respect to what is on the property, if you will, what is intended by
""'

the word, "mortgage."
There was a point raised whether it necessarily incorporates Deeds of Trust, as
opposed to mortgages.
I have the benefit, I suppose, of knowing that there are Deeds of Trust against the
property, and yet, and I believe that's what he was referring to.
I can only make that determination on the basis of that parol evidence.
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If there is other parol evidence to the contrary, that the Executor has, I will permit

him to introduce it, because I think that there was some confusion in the course of the trial with

regard to threshold issues, et cetera, and parol evidence.
And I would ~e surprised that there would be parol evidence as to that point.

-·

But, if there was, I would reopen the trial for that purpose.
The Court reaches the conclusion that the property was subject to two Deeds of
Trust, and not one mortgage, on the basis of parol evidence in this record.
The Court - or I should say, counsel for the Executor has, in oral argument,
A

expressed -- well, let me retract that statement and go on.
The Court is faced with the question of whether the testator's direction that the
remaindermen pay the Deeds of Trust, is a charge against the remaindermen's interest, in the event
the remaindermen does not make the payment indicated in the iMerlineated language, or
alternatively, whether the testator's direction is precatory in nature, and in the absence of express

,.,

charging language, simply as a legal matter, relegates the parties to their Common Law obligations
existing between like tenants and remaindennan.
That is that the like tenant pays the interest, insurance, and taxes during her life; the
remainderman, the principal.
The Court must first seek to determine the testator's intention from the language of
the Will itself.
It is clear that the conveyance of the remainder interest was made subject to the
~ortgage.
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This is the significance the Court finds of the language in paragraph five, quote,
"Subject to any encumbrances upon the same." End of quotation marks.
But the testator added additional innerlineated language; quote, "And the mortgage
remaining shall be paid by the remainder persons."

--

By way of departure at this point, I would wish to emphasize what I think was said
in the course of the trial, that the testator's use of the term, "remainder persons," additionally
makes plain that a Life Estate was intended in favor of Mrs. Gaymon.
In any event, this statement that the mortgage was to be paid by the remainder

persons must be construed to have independent meaning, apart from the fact that the remainder
~

itself was subject to both mortgages, and Life Estates.
It has the effect of indicating who was to pay the mortgage; that is, the
remaindermen.
In adding this language, the testator obviated, in this Court's judgment, the

operation of law which would have required Mrs. Gaymon to pay interest, taxes, and insurance;
the remaindermen, only principle.
The rationale is consistent with authorities cited by Mrs. Gaymon.
It is stated in Harrison, Wills and Administration, Section 466; "A beneficiary under
a Will may become personally liable to the payment of the debts where he undertakes the payment
of the debts as a consideration or a condition of the devise, or bequest."
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"Where a grantor conveyed land to a grantee, upon the express stipulation that the
grantee should pay his debts, the grantee was held personally liable to pay the debts, even thought
the debts exceeded the value of the land ...
"The same principle, it is believed, will apply where a testator devises land to a
beneficiary, upon the express, or implied" - and I emphasize implied " stipulation that an

.....
........ ·

acceptance of his part shall make him liable to the payment of debts."
In such case the devisee will be liable in equity personally, and the real estate will be

subject to a lien for the amount of the debts.
Harrison cites various cases, but among them is Taliafera versus Daye, 82 Virginia
79 at 95, 1886, where it is stated: "A party accepting a legacy, coupled with a condition, binds
their self to the performance of the condition, although the burden may exceed the benefit."
After reviewing the innerlineated language, along with the balance of paragraph five
of this Will, this Court finds an implied requirement that the legatees pay the mortgages against the
""'

property.
Accordingly, it would seem that the Executor has a duty to pursue the payment of
the mortgage by the legatees.
Since he is one of those legatees, there is a serious question whether he can
continue in his fiduciary position to which he was named under the Will.
Since neither he, nor his sister, are parties sued in personam in this case, this Order
would seemingly not be binding upon them, but rather would require that a cause of action be
brought by the testator, or successor testator against them.
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Clearly, this decision also has implications for the amount of the bond in this case.
In the end, these are issues for another day, and in a different proceeding.

~

·-·
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or
WILLUH E. GA'!HOH

I, WILLZAM E. GA'!HON, of 2619 Fox Mill Road, Reston, Virginia,
being of sound and disposing mind, do hereby make, publisp and
declare this my Last Will and Testament. I hereby revoke and annul .
all wills, codicils and other testamentary dispositions heretofore
made by me.
FIRST.

It is my will that all my just debts and funeral

expenses shall be paid by my Executor hereinafter named, as soon
after my decease as shall be convenient. My Executor shall arrange

'·

my internment beside my late beloved wife, Estelle S. Gaymon.

SECOND.

I have entered into a pre-marital agreement with my

present wife, VIOLETA N. GAYMON, under the terms of which we have

..··

agreed that Nlll properties of every description, both real and
personal, acquired by either of us prior to the effective date of
our marriage shall be completely free from claim(s) of the other
and may be disposed of separately by inter vivos transfer or
testame:ntary •

......

It is my intent that this Will effectuate the

provisions of that agreement which is incorporated herein by
reference thereto.
T.BIRD.

If my wife and I should clie simultaneously, no person

shall be deemed to have survived me who shall have died at the same
time as I, or in a commOn disaster with me, or in circumstances
that make it difficult or impossible to determine who died first,
and I direct that all the proVisions of · this Will shall be
construed in accordance with that assumption-and upon that basis.
FOtmTJI.

I give and bequeath to my beloved wife, VIOLETA N.
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GAYMON, all of the capital stock which I may own at the date of
death in the Merrill Lynch cash Management Account,
remaining

in

Washington,

the

checking account

at

the

~

the funds

National

Bank of

the savings and --6hecking accounts at the Central

Fidelity Bank.
FIF'l'l!.

I give and bequeath

'and NICOLE G.

GAlMON,

to~

children, WILLIAM V. GAYMON

share and share alike.

the

following

described property, subject to any encumbrances upon the same upon
the date of transfer a

f>c-·u ~
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a.

MO
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My residence, together with improvements thereon, located

at 2619 Fox Mill Road, Reston, Virginia.
b.

The apartment house that I own at 390 East Cll,veden

Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
c.

The apartment house that I own at 6714 Blakemore Street,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
- d.

The municipal bond that I own in the Richmond Metropolitan

Authority .

....

e.

Thll jewelry which was the property of my late wife,

ESTELLE .s. GAYMON, as well as my personal jewelry which is located
in a safety deposit box at the Hunters Woods Branch of the Central
Fidelity Bank.
f.

..·

The savings account in my name at Chevy Chase Savings and

Loan Association.
It is understood that in the case that Mrs. VIOLETA N. GAYMON
and I have residence at the Fox Mill address at the time of my
demise, she would have a life estate in the same for the remainder
of her life.
SIXT.I!.

With respect , to the
. residue and remainder of my.

property of every kind and nature real and personal, wherever
situated,

I

wish to make the following clarification:

Such

property refers only to property held in common by me and my late
PAG~ .2 OF 4 PAG;o;E:o;o~-.-___-_-_--~· ..
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.

spouse,

ESTELLE S. GAYMON and/or my personal property acquired

prior to my marriage to my current wife, VIOLETA N. GAYMON.
With the understanding of the above clause, I hereby direct
that the following division be effectuated:
a.
.c.lothing,

I

give,

devise and bequeath all of my articles of

personal jewelry, and luggage to my son, WILLIAM

v.

GAYMON.
b.

I give, devise and bequeath all of the personal articles

not specified in article FIFTH above which belonged to my late
wife, ESTELLE S. GAYMON (including the Yamaha piano, music books,
and luggage) to my daughter, NICOLE G. GAYMON.
SEVEN'l'l!.

With respect to all property acquired in common with

my current wife, all such property will become that of VIOLETA N.
GAYMON upon my death.
VIOL~A

It is my desire that upon the demise of

N. GAYMON the property mentioned in this paragraph and any

residue of my estate shall revert in two equal parts to our
I

•U

children,one part to WILLIAM V. GAYMON and NICOLE G. GAYMON, and
one part to KIRKO KIRKOV.

EIGBTH.

I empower my executor . to manage all of the real

property and all interests in real property which I maybe entitled
to at the time of my death, and I authorize him to take possession
of and collect the rents.
NIHTB.

Notwithstanding that various parcels of real property

herein devised are situated in different states,

the language

employed in this Will with reference to the same shall be construed
according to the laws of the state where this Will is executed
rather than that of the state wherein such parcels may :be situated.
TENTH,

appoint

my

,

I do

AHO I.AS'l'LY.

son, WILLIAM

v.

~ereby

nominate,

.

const1tute and

GAYMON, as Executor of this my Last Will

and Testament and he shall not be required to. give bond for tbe
faithful performance for the duties of that office.
PAGE 3 OF 4 PAGES
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IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF I have set my hand and seal to this my
Last Will and Testament, in Fairfax County Virginia,

this~day

of January in the year of our Lord One Thousand Nine Hundred Ninety

,w_ f

Seven.

1

__
.•

OJ

:.,~"-::·.)1.._~::;·;:.~~·;.:0:!
:"""""!/_'='_:-:==---(SEAL)
WILLIAM E. GAYMON

SIGNED, SEALED, PUBLISHED and DECLARED, by WILLIAM E. GAYMON,

the above-named Testator, as and for his Last Will and Testament,
in our presence, and at his request, and in the presence of each
other,

we

have

hereunto

subscribed

our names

as

attesting

witnesses.

lhM.:.dJ -6:
Residence: .;,c.rG::.

f.:JPr

4

. .
I

I

C!

at·tt~n

t:o

'' ten· <l1

Q,_q..,,

~;,..oo?

Qb

.\R~

Residence: "\ \ !\ M 9k' ).. e 0 0 f2.4
v ~,\ret "V'V' ~

----· ----· ·-·-.r
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P-4
I, Willlam ·s. GAYMON, a resident or the country or Pairru:,
State or Virginia, hereby revoke all willa heretofore made by me and
do hereby make, publish and decla!'e thh to be my last Will and Testament
in: the manner and f'orm following :
\J,c.toY
I. I direct my Executor, William Ji. GAYMON to pay all or my debts and
to arrange and pay all of' my funeral expenses. My Executor will arrange interment

at the same site and beside my late, beloved, wife,

Estelle S. GAYMON.
II. I hereby bequeath the following items or personal and real property

listed to my survivors as· follows
1. I give and bequeath to my spouse, Violeta N.GAYMON, all or the
capital stock which I may own at the date or my death in the Merrill
Lynch Cash Management Account, the funds remaining in the checking
account_ which I held JcsintlJ with as:. Jete wife, &a,elle Sa 8ft:Vfl9tL.,
at the National Bank of' Washington, the aavinga and checking
accounts Wlricb I he ill JdRt 'Y w 1 th •Y l:et;e ·•ifa.. at the CentralPidell'ty Bank.
2. I give and bequeath to my children, William V. GAYMON and Nicole
G.GAYMON, in equal shares, the following property :

a.- My bouse am1 land located at 2619 Pox Mill Rd, Reston, Virginia.
b.- The apartment house that I

r

own at 390 East Cliyeden Street,

Philadelphia, Pa.
c.- The apartment house that I own at
ladelphia, Pa.

671~

Blakemore Street. Phi-

4.- The shares or stock that I own in the Templeton Mutual Fund.
e.- My bond or the ·Richmond Metropolitan Authority.

r.-

The Jewellery which was the property or my late wife, Estelle
S. GAYMON , as we 11 as my persona 1 Jewellery which is located
in a safety deposit box at the Hunters Woods Branch or the
Central Pidellty Bank.

g.- The savings account which I
and Loan Association.

own at the Chevy Chase Savings

N.B. ~n execution or article II,2,~, it is understood that in
the. case that. Mrs Violeta N. GAYMON and I have residence at the Pox
Mill addrea'a·•¥ the time or my death, she would be allowed a period
or not leas than .one year, from the . date or my death, to make other
living arrangements.

... / ...
..

lt J/.
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111. Wl.Cb rcapeca. too "'"• .-. ............. -: ---•• -...

.... -. , ......•
ld.nc ancS n&tUJ'e, zoeal an4 pueonal, wheNver •i tuated I vie h. to

aalce

the tollowius clarification. such

pl"opert)' · he14 ia

cama~n 'by ••

·.

ps-opert~

rotezoa

on~

to

and ay late 1pouee, letelle s. GAYMON

.

and/o:- •7 personal prope:-ty acquired prior to •Y aarriqe to ay curi

rent wite, Mra Vio lat• Jf. GAYMON.

.

.

'

Vi thin the un,erltanclina ot tho laat c laueo, 1 hareb)' direct that
tollavin~div18ion

be etteetuated:
a.- Allot 117 artie lea ot clOthiq, peraon&l Jeweller)', hlll&&e •••
Will l)e lonl to •7' aon Vi lliaa V. CAYMOM :
b.- All or the peraonal articlel not epecitied"in article II, vh1Ch
be lonsed to •1 late ws.re. Hz-• Zatelle s. GAYMON Unclu41n&
the Yamaha piano, II[IUaic boob, lu&s•se, ••• ) v111 belons to
my cSausther, Nicole G. GAYMON.
c.- WS. th reapect ~o other property,· not epecitiecS in artie le Il,
I bereb)' bequeath that it be cSivided in equitable abaree to
m)' chi lclren.
the

IV. With respect. to .all

.p~opert7
.

acqUired in cQIUion with 117 cunentwitc,

auch property Yill r~vert to Mra VS.aleta N. GAYMON upon m)' death;·

it ia to. be

f

uDde.r•~ood

.

•

tbat upon t'be dcaiae ot Mre Violet& N. "GAYMON,

the property ment:!.cmed above will soevert in two equ&l parta to
.our Children, IU'. W11liaa

'!.

GAYJCCII, Nicole G. GA.YMON and, Mr. KIRXO
r

Kl'RKOV.

In vitneae • vhereot, I bave hereunto aubacribed my name and

'

arrixel my aeal
an thia

/7&"-d.ay

~o

ot

thia 1l1

~t

~.

Vi1l
1988.

kratt fff'_t..ent.

~ct. )
William B.

.

at~otonau,

Benin,

ta-r-

OAYIOl

Signed, .sealed, Publiahed and Doc~ed b1 the 1aid Teatatrix to be hia
Laat WiU and "tea'haent; in the P~••~noe ot u• who at hi• request and
in hie presence, and 1n the preaenee ot each otbar do hereby eubecrS.be
our n~ee aa vitneaaea •
vnNBSSBS

f

A»DUSS

'

/

rlf(), s. P..

..
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EXHIBIT
P-6

MARRIAGE CONTRACf
On this 1,. day of August. 1988, dle following is hereby agreed upon between Mr. W'illiam E.

GAYMON and Ms. V. NEDKOVA:

FOLLOWING THEIR MARRIA.GE:

I.

Both spouses shall each retain exclusive ambo~ and conuol over their respecthte
possessiom, including bank accounts and their respective revenues, acquired prior to their
marriage.

n.

All possessicms acquired by both spouses following their nwriage shall be jointly owned and
controlled by them.

UL

In the eveat of the death of either the husband or the wife:

The possessions mentioned in Paragraph I of the present contnct shaD belong to the cbildre.n
of the deceased and must be identified ad agreed upon in JOOd faich. by way of a mat11al
agreement betweeu all of lbe pa:nies concemed..
The JIOSSCSSiODS mentioned in Paragraph D of the pmsent contract shall belong to the widow
or Widower for lbe remainder of his or her life.
In the event of the death of the surviviq spouse, the possessions shall be divided into two
equal parts between the children of both spouses, by way of mutual apeement.

(Signuure]

[Signature]

Violcra NBDKOVA
4982, Victoria Av.
Monaeal, P.Q.

William E. GAYMON

2619 Fox Mill Road '
Reston. VugiDia 22010
U.S.A.

Canada H3W-2N3
[Ink Stamp:]

Peoples Republic of Benin
Department of the Atlantic
City of Cotonou

Embassy of the United Stares
of America
Signed today before me, under oath, on Wednesday, August 17, 1988.
"'

[Signature]
MiChele 1. Sison
Consul of the United Swes of Americ:a.
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CONTRAT

DE

MARIAGE

-,
Ce jour !1 ~~1988, 11 est convenu ce qui suit, entre
Monsieur William E. GAYMON, et Madame V. NEDKOVA :
APRES LEUR MARIAGE :

I. Chacun des conjoints restera seul maitre et gestionnaire de ses biens,
y compris comptes bancaires et leurs revenus respectits, acquis avant

le mar:iage •
II. Taus

..

les biens acquis apr~s le mariage par l'un et ~'autre ( les

conj~~nts),

restent des biens communs g6r6s en cammun.

·-·...

.....

.... ·;

··::r;II.
..
··~·

0

••

.

~

..

·.

"""'

···.

.

·~

d~c~s

de l'un des conjoints :

ce qui cone erne les biens ci tb au point I du p~sent contrat,
ils appartiendront aux entants du d6c6d6 et doivent etre identiti6s et agr6's en bonne foi, d'aprts un accord commun entre toutes
' .
· les p~ti~s concern6es •
...
·· · .... ·-"Pour ce qui concerne les biens ci t6s au point II du pr6sent
:: ..' ·· .{~\· cont~~t; ·..:i·~ appartiendront au conjoint survi vant pour le reate
•· ·.:.· -d.e· S-a'v1e.·
. . -:· -.~. ~ . ~ ...
"': .

-..
... ..

..

En .cas de

- En cas de· d6c~s; dU conjoint survivant, ces biens seront partag6s
.· ...
cleuxaccord.
parts .!gales entre .. les ean.ants
... des. deux~-cofi--r-njoints
de .
comun:..: .:enI

·-

·Po~

•o•

..

.,

.

..

··~·via re.ta. ~ KOVA

11982, Victor_ia av •
Montr6al, P .Q.
CANADA H3W-2N3
1/:

'•·
·:
0

William E. GAYMON
2619 Pox Mill Road
Reston Virginie
22010 u.s.A.

r·· ·.

r'~gles ReQUblic nf Bel'lin \ ·.. •.
•
Dl!oortment of the Ar".mlic / ····-'~ •.... •••.
C..ry of ·Cotonou
.:-ss ...
"
.Erii&issy of the United ~·llrc:s}
of Amenc:o ·
Signe par devant moi, so.:i~ _ia foi du serment, ce jour, ~1ercredi

··

·.

""! , · :

.

11 .Aout 1988.

·

·

4~a,.J·

Michele J. Si~n~

..•...

·

.. ...
:

.

Consul des Etats-Unis 4'Amirique

~

. -,.._

..
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EXHIBIT____
•

I

P-7

•
I, William E. Ga)'IIICn, of 2619 Fox Hill Road, Reston, Virginia, beins of
sound and disposing mind, do hereby

~~Mice,

publish, and declan:·e this my last

ill and Testanent. 1 hereby revclce and annul all wills, codicils and other
teatamen~

dispositions heretofore made by me.

FlRS1', It is my will that all my just debts lmd funeral expenses shall be
id by my executor, hereinafter Nllled as soon after my decuse u

shall be

llcorwenient. My Executor shall arrqe my· intemaent beside my late beloved
fe, Estelle S.

CA~.

SFmm, I have entered into a pre-marital agreement with my present wife,
loleta N. GAll'DN, under the terms of which we have agTeed that all properties
f every description, both real and persorwl, acquired by either of

u~

prior t·o

· e effective dafe of our qwrriage shall be completely free fran claim(s) of
·he other and ·may be disposed of separMI:ely by inter v:lV03 l:r'Mnsfer or
·est~mmtary.

It is my intent that this will effectuate the provisions of that
gt"eement which is incorporMted herein by reference thereto. c'
THIRD, If my wife and I should die siault..neously, no person shall be

eemed to have survived me who shall have died at the ssne time

liS

I, or in a

disaster with me, or in cirC\IDStanc:es that 11111lce it difficult or
·mpossible to determine who died first, ar.d I direct ttwt all the provisions of
his Will shall be construed in accordance with that assUDption and upon thMt
is.

f'tiURIH, 1 give and bequeath to my beloved wife, V'oleta N. GA.YHJN, all of

.

·he.capitMl stock which 1 may own at the
. date of my death in the Harrill Lynch
sb Management Account,· the funds ~esilaining in· the checking account at ··the-·
:

ticmal &mk of Washington, the swings and checlcing accounts at the Central

FIFTH, 1 give und·bequeath to my children, Willla:n V. GADG'l and Nicol1! G.

;AYMJN, share & shMre 11Uke, the following described property:

a. Hy residence, together with improve:nents thereon, located

·u Ro11d,

Mt

2619 Fox

Reston, Virginia.

.

• b. 1he ..,oartment
house
.

th&i.: I

o..n at 390 East Cliveden Street,

iladelphia, Pa •.
c. The apartment hau;e that I own at 5714 Bladcemore Street,

a.
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Ph~ladelphia,

' ...

,.,., .
cl.

e.

'lhe area of atoc:lc tlwt I

own In the . T~eton tlltual F&nt.
.

.

municipal boad that
Authodty.
. I own In the lUc:hllcnd Metropolltm
.

The

o~ my late wife, Estelle .s •
•
CA.'mJN, as well as my personal jewelry which ls located in a safety deposit

f. 'the jewelty which waa the property

box at the Hunters ~s Branch of the Central Fiedlity Bank.

g. 1be savings account In my naae at the Chevy Chase Savings and Loan
Association.
It is understood
that. in the cue tbat Mrs. Violeta N. G\'YKJN and l have
.
realdenee at the Fox ·Mill address at the time of my demise, she would be
allowed a period not to exceed one year, fraD tbe date of my death, to IIIHke
other living arrangements to vacate this residence.
SlX'JH, With respect to the residue and remainder of my property of every

kind and nature, real and personal, wherever situated; I wish to audce the
following clarificaticn:
by me and

my

Sueh prope~ty refers only to pr~ty held in cC~~~Jat

l!'te spouse, Estelle S. CAYMJN and/or my persorwl property

acquired prior to my marriage to my current wife, Violebt N.

GAlKJN.

With the understanding
... of the above clause, I hereby direct tbut the
following division be effectuated:
I

'

a. I give, demise & bequeath all of my articles of clothing, personal
jewelry, l"B8age ••• to my san William V. GAOON.

b. 1 give, demise & bequeath all of the personal articles not specified in
article Fifth above which belonged to my late wife, Estelle S. CAnoN
(including the

Y~~~Kha

piano, music books, luggage, •••• ) to my daughter, Nicole

G. GA'YMJN.
SEYEHIH, with respect to all property acquir~ in cCIIIIICin ·with my current

wife, all such property will beccme that· of Violets N. GA»>JN upon my death. It

is iny desire that upon the dauise of V~o~ta N. CAnoN, tt_le property mentl~.
in this paragraph Will revert In tw equal parts to our children, one part to
Will ism V. GAlM>N & Nicole C. GAlKlN and one part to Kirko ICIRJCOV.
EIGHIH, 1 empower qr executor to

interests in real property which I

118)'

~~~BDHge

all of the real property and all

be -entitled to at the time of

Ill}' de~tth,

and I authorize hbn to take possession o( and collect the rents.
Nltmi,

NotwithstM"nding that various parcels of rul property herein

devised are situated in different states, the language employed in this will
with reference to the

SHme

shall be constrUed according to the law of the state

where this will is executed rather than that of the state wherein such parcels
ruy be situated.
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1Df'IH, Aim USll.Y, I do

•.

be~eby

nc:minate, constitute .ad 11ppoint 11J aon,

1111• V. GA!K)N •• executor of this my last will &

test~~Dent

11nd he ahaU not

required to give bend for the faithful perfomwnce for the dut;les of thllt
•

IN 'IESI1HJNY YIE!EOF, I bwe s.et my hand and aeal to this, 1111 last Will
TestaDent, Fairfax County, Virginia, this

?2nd

day of June in the year

f our Lord ~ Thouaand Nine llunlked and Ninety •

.'
.

•'':.

. SIGNED, SEAU:D, PUBLISHED, and DEa..ARED, by WillUID E: GAY.KlN, the Mbove-

testatcr, as and for .hla last Will and

Test~~~~ent,

in pur presence, and at

is request, and in the presence of each other, we have hereunto subscribed our·
as attestin& witnesses.•

..

;

Residence:

Residence:

.. ... ::

..

. ·..·
'

·,

.•

.. •

~

..: .

..:·~..

..
...
.•...

..

:·,

-;:

.. : .. -:

:

.......
-:: .•
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EXHIBIT

n rrl<.. 1710

6-EJJetA.L ~Lfc"il{,c.., ;J. '1 C.v Fr R.EFlKi61ilfiiJI.

L

u,ll~

UEC.. I tJ8t"f

1<GrlMo tlt=. WIt 5r/llv6- t1A-CJI11v~
f<ErlrloR.e

St.~~-hv'otf.SI-1-Jf'

iJJ!I.74: A- c

ASSIGNMENTS OF ERROR
1.

The trial court erred in holding that a will created a mandatory (as opposed to
precatory) life estate where a) there was no granting language in the clause that
created the life estate; and b) the language creating the life estate was not as clear
and decisive as the language conveying the underlying remainder interest.

2.

The trial court erred in holding that the direction as to the life estate was to the
Executor and not the legatees.

3.

The trial court erred in refusing to admit parol and circumstance evidence where
the Will was not clear whether a life estate was to be mandatory or precatory.

4.

The trial court erred in holding that the obligation to pay a real estate mortgage
including interest was a charge on the real estate and was the personal obligation
of the remaindermen:
a.

where the remaindermen had not accepted, consented to or otherwise
agreed to the obligation; and

b.

the remaindermen do not have and may never have possession of the
remainder.

5.

After ruling that an interlineated phrase in the Testator's will must have
independent meaning, the trial court erred in
a.

Refusing to allow parol or circumstances evidence as to the meaning of the
phrase;

b.

Construing the Testator's intent without any supporting evidence where
the Will was ambiguous at best;
App. 152

c.

Choosing one of several possible meanings with no basis for the choice;

d.

Choosing a meaning that was illogical and strained and was contrary to the
Testator's stated intent in other portions of the Will; and

e.

Giving meaning to the interlineation after finding that at the time of
execution ofboth the Will and interlineation, the Testator was in declining
health and may have lacked testamentary capacity.
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